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**Objects**

**box 1**

100th Big Game - pennant (red and white felt) and mug ("100 years of kickin' axe")
ARCH_AM_1997_021

Scope and Contents note
97-021.1 pennant; 97-021.2 mug [slight chip on lip made by PEW on 4/15/2002]

**box 1**

A Tribute to Leland Stanford. Dedicated to his wife, Jane Lathrop Stanford - poem by James O. Sullivan, July 4, 1893, printed on silk
ARCH_AM_2004_020

**box 1**

Academic gown hood (PhD) from 1923 commencement
ARCH_AM_1995_07 1923

**box 1**

Academic cap, gown, and MA hood of Harold Bacon (S.U. AB June 1928, MA June 1929)
ARCH_AM_1998_011

Scope and Contents note
011.1 gown; 011.2 hood; 011.3 cap (in box 2)

**box 1**

Academic gowns of Carl Spaeth
ARCH_AM_2007_016

**box 1**

Academic hood (red white)
ARCH_AM_1985_04
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1</th>
<th>Academic Regalia ARCH_AM_2008_014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scope and Contents note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Box 1 - Robes, Hoods, etc. (RSB); Box 2 - Hat (RSB); Box 3 - Paperweights, Medals, Mugs, etc. (RSB); Box 4 - Miscellaneous items: Swiss Flag, yarmulke, two Mouse pads (Flat); Box 5 - Regalia-Universitat Louvain, Belgium, 1992 (Flat); Box 6 - Regalia-University of Grenoble, 1987 (Flat)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1</th>
<th>Academic Regalia ARCH_AM_2017_017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scope and Contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARCH-AM-2017-017.01 Cap and Tassle ARCH-AM-2017-017.02 Hood (Blue and Red Velvet) ARCH-AM-2017-017.03 Gown (Trimmed with Blue Velvet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1</th>
<th>Academic Regalia ARCH_AM_2018_019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scope and Contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cap with tassle and PhD robe.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1</th>
<th>Academic regalia of Pauline Brown (AB, Political Science, ’41) ARCH_AM_2015_011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1941-2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scope and Contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Velvet mortarboard with tassle; gown; pin: &quot;100 S&quot;; pin: &quot;41/Stanford 60th Reunion&quot;; pin: Delta Kappa Gamma (greek letters); lockets (2): gold and red, Leland Stanford Junior Univ. 1891.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1</th>
<th>Academic robe, hood and cap of Donald Henriksen (Ph.D. 1954) ARCH_AM_2009_008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scope and Contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robe, red with white white embroidered stole affixed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1</th>
<th>Academic robe, hood, and cap ARCH_AM_1987_022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 1</td>
<td>Adze found on Frenchman’s road (near the &quot;triangle&quot;) ARCH_AM_1998_021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1</td>
<td>Album cover, Leland Stanford Junior University (leather) ARCH_AM_2014_012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquisition Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Originally part of SC1194 Bacon Family papers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1</th>
<th>Alpenstock used by David Starr Jordan when climbing the matterhorn ARCH_AM_00_063</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 1</td>
<td>Altar cloth ARCH_AM_1981_03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1</td>
<td>American Academy of Achievement &quot;golden plate&quot; awarded to Gerhard Casper, May 22, 1997 [gold rimmed plate and brass plaque mounted in a frame] ARCH_AM_2000_037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1</td>
<td>American Flag on Pole, carried to France, WWI, with streamers and metal attached. Pole = 214 long. ARCH_AM_00_263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1</td>
<td>American flag on pole, with eagle on top. Plaque on pole: “Presented by the American League of California Palo Alto Branch to the Fourth Friends of France Unit Volunteers of Stanford University to the American Ambulance Field Service in France, April 24, 1917” ARCH_AM_00_065_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1</td>
<td>Anklet, with partial SU seal (tree with Leland Stanford Junior Univ.) ARCH_AM_1980_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1</td>
<td>Anna Lathrop Hewes: bust, in red velvet frame, with curtains ARCH_AM_00_071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scope and Contents note
The collection includes apports that appeared during seances in which Thomas Welton Stanford participated during the years he was involved in, and was a leading figure in, the spiritualist movement in Australia. Among the variety of items included are slates which were supposedly written on by the "spirits" brought to the seances by the medium (of special interest is the slate containing a message from Leland Stanford, Jr. to his uncle, Thomas Welton).

Also included are various pieces of papyrus, seeds, rocks, a Roman lamp, arrowheads, sharks' teeth, pottery fragments, a tortoise shell, and miscellaneous objects. The dates when the apports were conjured up is unknown.

- **box 1:** Seeds; Arrowhead; Sharks' teeth; Tile Pottery Fragments; Rocks
- **box 2:** Slates (12), with messages written on them
- **box 3:** Shoulder blade (human bone); Seeds; Tortoise shell; Roman Lamp; miscellaneous objects
- **box 4:** Miscellaneous objects
- **box 5A, box 5B:** Rocks (taken from a temple in Central America)
- **box 6A, box 6B:** Rocks
- **box 7:** Rocks; Arrowheads
- **box 8:** Rocks
- **box 9:** Rocks
- **box 10:** Miscellaneous objects
- **box 11:** Miscellaneous objects
- **box 12:** Spiritualists' chart
- **box 13A, box 13B, folder 13C:** Miscellaneous objects; Papyrus; Chinese ink block
- **box 14:** Papyrus, woven mat, grass clothing, bone weapon
- **box 15:** Papyrus
- **box 16A, box 16B:** Papyrus
- **box 17:** Papyrus, pencil drawing
- **box 18A, box 18B:** Papyrus
- **Box 19:** Key to Apports

Architectural medallion by Louis H. Sullivan with detailing by Frank Lloyd Wright. ARCH_AM_1982_15

Archivists Code, Framed. 64X51 cm. 43X31 cm, no glass. ARCH_AM_00_160

Arm band. 40.5x5 cm. Police Stanford Board of Athletic control. No. 305 ARCH_AM_00_200

Art exhibition items from "ReDressing Injustice" part of the conference Feminicide = Sanctioned Murder ARCH_AM_2008_028 2007

Scope and Contents note
AM 2008-028.1 Dress from art exhibition; AM 2008-028.2 Pink cross used to display the dress

Art gallery - original finishes (wood fabric) ARCH_AM_2002_06
box 1

**Assorted items found during construction? ARCH_AM_2008_004**

Scope and Contents note

2008-004.1 Art Deco style metal frame or belt buckle; 2008-004.2 baggage tag from Daley's Express & Storage co., with ad from Bell's Stables (PA) on reverse; 2008-004.3 one cover from student's note book

box 1

**Assorted items presented to G. Casper during his tenure as president ARCH_AM_00_017**

Scope and Contents note

2000-017.1 “For Regina”; 2000-017.2 Framed watercolor portrait of Casper by A. Lyon; 2000-017.3 Stanford Memorial Church limited edition lithograph from original watercolor by Charlotte Severin (56/995); 2000-017.4 plaque from Academic Senate; 2000-017.5 PAC 10 plaque; 2000-017.6 photo of GC in 6th man section at Maples; 2000-017.7 Wooden plaque from DAPER Investment Fund; 2000-017.8 Framed series of 3 photos of GC and someone else on aircraft carrier deck with the words “Well, at least we have one thing in common. . .”; 2000-017.9 Framed cover of U.S. News & World Report ranking of colleges for the year 2000, inscribed and signed by the editor Mort Zuckerman; 2000-017.10 Framed cover of Sports Illustrated for Women, fall 1999, with Logan Tom 2000-017.11 Framed cover of Sports Illustrated with Arthur Lee; 2000-017.12 Framed photo (large) of CG and UC president receiving Koret Foundation checks; 2000-017.13 Framed photo of CG and others from Koret Foundation event; 2000-017.14 Framed photo (small) of CG and UC president receiving Koret Foundation vases; 2000-017.15 Framed photo (small) of CG and others from Koret Foundation event; 2000-017.16. Cartoon from CG's days at Chicago; 2000-017.17 Framed tribute to CG from Sacramento Rotary Club, April 2, 1998; 2000-017.18. Framed print by Libia Kim with caption “From the Windy City to the Farm a Send-Off for Gerhard Casper”; 2000-017.19. Framed gift certificate for Gerhard Casper for $100 for Surgery of Your Choice at UCSF Medical Center; 2000-017.20. Framed letter from Department of Toxic Substances Control, June 20, 1994; 2000-017.21. Framed photo of CG and students “Senior Gift 2000”; 2000-017.22. Framed collage of photographs from “Latkes with Gerhard!” at Serra House; 2000-017.23 Framed acknowledgement from U of Chicago Club of the S. F. Bay Area, 1992; 2000-017.24. Framed photo of Stanford Graduate Fellows presented to President Gerhard Casper April 14, 2000; Fellows' signatures on mat; 2000-017.25. Stanford Associates award to GC as “uncommon athlete”, June 8, 2000 [boxed with item 22]; 2000-017.26 List of “words to remember”; 2000-017.27 copy of book on U. S. constitution

box 1

**Assorted library stamps with wooden tray - “Withdrawn” “Claim” “Ref Room Does Not Circulate” “Stanford Libraries” etc. ARCH_AM_2008_023**

box 1

**Assorted printing dies ARCH_AM_2005_007**

Scope and Contents note

2005-007.1 S. U. Library seal; 2005-007.2 S. U. Library seal (same as #1); 2005-007.3 Della Taylor sketch of Quad portal with gates in front of it; 2005-007.4 Della Taylor sketch of Quad portal with gates in front of it (same as #3 but reddish tinge and heavier); 2005-007.5 Sketch of a tree (Monterey pine type); 2005-007.6 Hoover Tower (mounted on lead, not wood)

box 1

**Assorted samples from campus buildings ARCH_AM_2005_030**

Scope and Contents note

030.1 Wall color from Cooksey House; 030.2 Toyon Hall stucco; 030.3 Flooring from Press warehouse (cross-grain wood block for heavy industrial loads); 030.4 Tower House wooden elements; 030.5 Tower House staircase baluster
Assorted SU memorabilia: gold charm (shape of a book with U seal on front, working hinges and 1 page inscribed Senior Ball 1939); image of 1896 baseball team (printed) encased in plastic (Vintage Sports Authority); banjo (Gibson-style Stanford girl painted on skin) and case, ca. 1920; calf-skin painted with ""My Stanford Favorite The Junior Girl"" and an image of a girl, ca. 1910 ARCH_AM_2007_011

Scope and Contents note

Athletic clothing and equipment: football uniform, girls P.E. uniform, football, 2 athletic blankets, plus others ARCH_AM_1979_12

Athletic medals [not Stanford] awarded to George H. Capron ARCH_AM_2010_012 1903-1907

Scope and Contents note
2010-012.1 Shattuck School Record 1905 [shot put]; 2010-012.2 Shot Put 1903; 2010-012.3 Minnesota Athletic Conference 1905 220 yds hurdle; 2010-012.4 Minnesota Athletic Conference 1905 discus; 2010-012.5 Minnesota Athletic Conference 1906 discus throw; 2010-012.6 UM Winter Games 1906; 2010-012.7 Northwestern University Intercollegiate Discus Throw 1906; 2010-012.8 Northwestern University Interscholastic Shot Put 1906; 2010-012.9 UM Winter Games 1907; 2010-012.10 M.N.G. First Infantry 1905 Discus Throw

Athletic Medals (11 items - many awarded to C. H. Woolsey) ARCH_AM_1990_031 1891-1895

Scope and Contents note
90-031.1 Championship [on bar], Pacific Association of Amateur Athletic Union of the United States Running High Jump on hanging emblem; C. H. Woolsey 1892 on reverse 90-031.2 Intercollegiate running broad jump 1894 [on bar], UC and L.S.Jr.U. on emblem [not attached]; Chet Woolsey 22 ft record on reverse 90-031.3 Running hop step & jump [on bar], UC on hanging emblem with date of Nov. 21, 1891; C. H. Woolsey 42 ft 5 1/2 inches engraved on reverse 90-031.4 California 1894 [on bar], ribbon, and hanging emblem Athletic Games March 1894 90-031.5 Running broad jump 1895 [on bar], D A C on hanging emblem; C. H. Woolsey engraved on reverse 90-031.6 Running hop step & jump [on bar], UC on hanging emblem 90-031.7 Standing broad jump [on bar], UC on hanging emblem 90-031.8 Standing broad jump [on bar], UC on hanging emblem [same as 31.7] 90-031.9 Menlo Circus Club, first place medal 1940 90-031.10 U.C. 95 vs O.H.S. 90-031.11 Ribbon with three decorative pins (no wording)

Athletic memorabilia: red felt banners pennant; figure of football player; letter sweater; beanies; framed banner ARCH_AM_1993_13 circa 1920s


Athletic, Centennial, and other Stanford memorabilia ARCH_AM_1995_01
Scope and Contents note


box 1

Autograph Book. Jane Stanford's. 20X13X2 cm. Contains autographs of famous people, i.e. Susand B. Anthony and others ARCH_AM_00_127 1871

box 1

Award ribbons for Holstein-Friesian cattle from Vina Ranch at California State Fair 1911 (11 items and 1 typed note) ARCH_AM_1994_17

box 1

Axe handle, purportedly of the original axe, with inscription on metal band: Stanford Axe Handle Presented to Jerry Truatman [sic] Student Body President November 1933 by Fraternity Jewelry Co. (54 inches long) ARCH_AM_2006_027

box 1

Axe Committee bag and t-shirt ARCH_AM_2015_012 2014

Scope and Contents

Bag, Red and black with white axe and white lettering: “Big Game 2014/Give 'Em the Axe/Stanford Axe Committee.”

T-shirt, black with white/red lettering: "Kiss My [axe logo]"

box 1

Badge, Football on ribbon. 11x7 cm. Wooden Football suspended from ribbon. ARCH_AM_00_105

box 1

Badge, oval felt. “B '12” marron letters on white bkg. ARCH_AM_1984_49

box 1

Badges "Director" F.E. Terman R. E., .8 cm long. ARCH_AM_1984_53

box 1

Ball point pen - white with “STANFORD” in red outline text and price of 99 cents ARCH_AM_2007_025

box 1

Balloons with “Tenure Estelle Freedman” and “Support Feminist Studies” - 7 balloons, all a different color, ca. 1982 ARCH_AM_2002_33

box 1

Band Hat with Silver Starbust and Red “S” in center ARCH_AM_2008_018

box 1

Bandana from 30th reunion of class of 1971 (red cotton with a variety of symbols in white) ARCH_AM_2001_32 2001
Bandana from the 2009 Walk the Farm "Biodiversity at Stanford" ARCH_AM_2009_022 2009

box 1

Bandana from Walk the Farm 2008: Stanford Waterways ARCH_AM_2009_010 2008 Apr 26

box 1

Banner (California bear star) with certificate of authenticity that it was flown on 20th flight of space shuttle - 1985 [possibly wrong banner, certificate says "S.U. flag"] ARCH_AM_1992_20

box 1

Banner class of "'60", red felt, white printing. 30x14 cm. ARCH_AM_1984_34

box 1

Banner from women's basketball trophy, red with gold trim, brass bar for hanging. 2x21", c. 1896. ARCH_AM_1984_59

box 1

Banner on blue sheet: "Take Back the Night" with crescent moon and fist holding star ARCH_AM_1994_13

box 1

Banner on Pole, 207 cm.; gold fringe blue stars, 103 gold stars. ARCH_AM_00_099

box 1

Banner, 33 x 68 inches. Red and white wool felt with Sigma Nu fraternity emblem ARCH_AM_2017_001 1948

box 1

Banner, 13" x 29" red, white, tan velvet with fringe. ARCH_AM_1984_16

Box 1

Banner, 7' x 3' red felt, with "Stanford" in white letters ARCH-AM-2019-011

box 1

Banner, "Stanford 1913", 5 x 3 cm. Red and white. ARCH_AM_1984_61

box 1

Banner, red background with white Block S/Tree, "I AM Season Ticket Member" logo at bottom in white ARCH_AM_2018_001 2017

box 1

Banner, red felt with "STANFORD" in white letters. Very Large ARCH_AM_2003_009

box 1

Banner; Stanford color, no printing, swallow tail on thin pole. 33x20 cm; crooked pole 84 cm. ARCH_AM_00_269

box 1

Banner: "Gay People's Union at Stanford," 45"x79" red, white, black, and purple. ARCH_AM_1984_08

box 1

Banner: canvas, painted. 4' x 8' red, white, black. "Gay People's Union at Stanford." ARCH_AM_1983_02

box 1
Barette - Stanford University seal, sterling silver ARCH_AM_2014_020

Physical Description: 1 item(s)

Box 1

Baseball cap, Rose Bowl ARCH_AM_2014_014_2 2014

Scope and Contents

Front - "Stanford Rose Bowl Game 2014 Pasadena, CA, 100th" Side - "2014 100th Rose Bowl Game presented Vizio"

Box 1

Baseball caps ARCH_AM_2011_001 undated

Scope and Contents note

4 caps, red wool with white letter S 1 cap, black cap, red bill, with white letter S

Box 1

Baseball uniform: short pants, short-sleeved shirt, cap (matches PH's of 1913-1914 uniforms) ARCH_AM_1991_096

Box 1

Basket, oval, 33 X 13 cm. Inlaid design on outside, red inside. ARCH_AM_00_146

Box 1

Basketball t-shirts: NCAA Final 4 1998 and Pac-10 Champions 1999 ARCH_AM_2004_011

Scope and Contents note


Box 1

Beanie, Gray ARCH_AM_00_170

Box 1

Beanie, Red. Felt. ARCH_AM_2015_007

Box 1

Beanie, Red. Felt. Accession ARCH_AM_2018_024

Box 1

Banner, Red Felt with Fringe (Indian mascot era) ARCH_AM_2018_006 before 1972

Scope and Contents

Red felt with white "Block S" on one side, and "Stanford on other," fringe around all sides.
Objects

Apports ARCH_AM_00_359

box 1

**Beanies, red felt (2) and Stanford Indian decal** ARCH_AM_2017_021 circa 1929

Scope and Contents

AM-2017-021.01 Red felt beanie (plain); AM-2017-021.02 red felt beanie "1929 Stanford-21 Cal-6; Stanford-0 USC-7" written on brim in pen; AM-2017-021.03 Stanford Indian decal

box 1

**Beat Cal and Sunken Diamond buttons** ARCH_AM_2009_007 circa 1985-2001

Scope and Contents note

2009-007.1 Beat Cal button ca. 1985 (white letters on red) 2009-007.2 Sunken Diamond 2001 (S with tree superimposed over baseball)

box 1

**Belt buckle “Stanford” in block letters, in metal** ARCH_AM_1977_06

box 1

**Belt buckle with red “S” from Chan’s student day** ARCH_AM_1995_32 1930s

box 1

**Bible. New Testament. 1898. 13X9X2 cm inscribed by Mrs. Stanford. Placed in cornerstone.** ARCH_AM_00_128

box 1

**Big Game buttons, 1977 (one); 1978 (two); 1979 (one)** ARCH_AM_1980_11 1977-1979

box 1

**Big Game Commemorative wine bottles (empty); “This wine was specially selected by the Stanford Alumni Association. Proceeds from the wine sale help support alumni activities worldwide.”** ARCH_AM_1997_022

Scope and Contents note

97-22.1 1993 Willamette Valley Chardonnay, label by Jose Ortega "Full Moon on the Quad" 97-22.2 1994 Dry Creek Valley Chardonnay, label from 1927 yearbook (illus. of Big Game action)

box 1

**Big Game mug** ARCH_AM_1979_15 1979

box 1

**Big Game Mug** ARCH_AM_2014_021 1979 Nov 17

Scope and Contents

Mug (stein) with Axe and Stanford and Cal helmets. “The Big Game” on top in red and “Stanford Stadium November 17, 1979” in blue at bottom. 1892-1978 Big Game scores on reverse.
Big Game Ribbon. 18x6.5 cm. White on red. ARCH_AM_00_200_1 1975

Binder, 3-ring: red leatherette cover with university seal in upper left corner, "STANFORD" in lower right. ARCH_AM_2001_06 circa 1977

Black dress and coat believed to belong to Jane Stanford ARCH_AM_1992_11

Black metal dispatch box, 33X23X16 cm. "F.B.L." initials key attached. [probably Francis B. Loomis] ARCH_AM_00_150


Blank Stanford University class roll books ARCH_AM_2002_34

Scope and Contents note

2002-34.1 class roll book for 2 hour class 2002-34.2 class roll book for 5 hour class 2002-34.3 class roll book for 5 hour class

Blanket with block S presented to William Laughlin McLaine (designer of the Block S) by Stanford ARCH_AM_2006_022

Blanket, red wool with "LSJr.U" embroidery ARCH_AM_2018_007 circa 1891

Scope and Contents

Purchased at auction in 1943 to benefit the Stanford Home for Convalescent Children. Purported to be made at the request of Jane Lathrop Stanford from the wool of a sheep shorn on 'the Farm.'

Blanket, red wool with white block "S" Accession ARCH-AM-2019-014

Blanket, supposedly given to women students in 1890s. ARCH_AM_1995_15

Block "S" sweater : red, wool turtleneck ARCH_AM_1995_25

Block "S", women's sports 1915 ARCH_AM_1978_14

Blowup of "check" to President Gerhard Casper of $3,000 for the President's Scholars Program ARCH_AM_2000_020 Oct. 20, 1999

Blue t-shirt with white lettering "Tenure Estelle Freedman, Sisters, bloody feet have worn smooth the path by which you came," 1982. ARCH_AM_1983_11

Board of Trustees photograph ARCH_AM_2011_005 1924

Bolo tie, with Stanford Li'l Injun clasp; white cord. (clasp design painted, red white on black). ARCH_AM_1980_04

Bookplate: Metal sheet, 13x10 cm x 1 mm. Hopkins Transportation Library. ARCH_AM_00_233


Bottles of wine (2): Angelica by Palo Alto Vineyard, 1889 (full) [1 bottle removed and given to outgoing Bd of Trustees, Burt McMurtry, June 2008] ARCH_AM_2005_038

Bound, mounted souvenir menu (signed by guests) from New York Alumni Reunion dinner 1902. Red leather, on cover: "To Mrs. Leland Stanford from her boys in grateful appreciation of her hospitality January 28, 1902 New York City" ARCH_AM_1999_010

Bow and card attached to tube that held poster from event (this one addressed to Mike Keller) - [for signed poster see Po 201-18 copy 6] ARCH_AM_1999_006

Box used for box lunches during 2000 Stanford presidential inauguration events; red cardboard with top half of the seal and the words "Inauguration 2000" in white ARCH_AM_2003_012 2000

Brandy glass, class of '46, 14 x 6 cm. ARCH_AM_1984_41

Brass bell from Sequoia Hall (?), given to Crane by Bill Gunther who worked in Sequoia ARCH_AM_1998_006

Brass cast of the Stanford University seal with motto. ARCH_AM_2017_025
Brass plaque "built especially for LS Jr University by Rix Birrell, San Francisco, 1891" Cast by Diamond Machine Co. 
ARCH_AM_1978_12

box 1

Brass plaque of the S. U. Seal with the motto in German. 8.5" wide, plus spode plates with S.U. scences. 
ARCH_AM_1988_111

box 1

Brass plaque with Stanford seal (Die Luft...) ARCH_AM_1979_14

box 1

Bronze bas-relief of David Star Jordan in profile (11.5 x 17 inches), made to be mounted to a wall ARCH_AM_1999_011

box 1

Bronze bas-relief of David Starr Jordan in profile (11.5 x 17 inches) ARCH_AM_2014_005

box 1

Bronze Plaque, of William T. Ross who tutored Leland Jr. By Lora W. Steere 1920. ARCH_AM_00_245

box 1

Bud vase, wheelock, Dresden Blue Vase, with painting of MemChu from Arch. 6.5x12mm. ARCH_AM_1980_07 circa 1905

box 1

Bumper Sticker. 5.5x7.3 cm. Stanford Football, KSFO 560, Red on white. ARCH_AM_00_201

box 1

Bust of Ewald Flugel. ARCH_AM_2002_30

box 1

Bust of Jane Lathrop Stanford ARCH_AM_00_008

box 1

Bust, J.C. Branner; white. Made by E. Norton, 1921, 45x85 cm. ARCH_AM_00_257

box 1

Bust, plaster, of John Casper Branner (painted brown) ARCH_AM_1985_03

box 1

Bust, plaster, of David Starr Jordan (painted brown) ARCH_AM_1985_02

box 1

Bust; framed, metal profile of George Mann Richardson. frame 92x72, image 67x42 cm. ARCH_AM_00_317

box 1

Bust: David Starr Jordan. 56 cm hi x 128 cm diam. at base. Bronze-like material. ARCH_AM_00_258

box 1

Button (Pin) 5.8 cm Stanford Half Century Club. 1926-1976 ARCH_AM_00_197

box 1
Button (Pin) 5.8 cm. Cal St. Cable Car. White backround, 100th. ARCH_AM_00_198

Box 1


Box 1

Button from 50th reunion of class of 1951 ARCH_AM_2001_31

Box 1

Button with photo of John B. Ford with words circling it: Brilliant...Wise...Passionate...Rare...Leader...Strategist ARCH_AM_2008_003

Box 1

Button, “class of ’60, Stanford.” white letters on red, 6cm diam. ARCH_AM_1984_37

Box 1

Button, 25th reunion class of ’54, white with red “S”, 6cm diam. ARCH_AM_1984_35

Box 1

Button, 5.8 cm. Red background. Stanford Job Faire ARCH_AM_00_199 1979

Box 1

Button, class of ’65, white, red “S” and “’65”. 5cm diam. ARCH_AM_1984_36

Box 1

Button, class of ’67, white letters, red bkg “67 the last great class Stanford,” 3cm diam. ARCH_AM_1984_38

Box 1

Button, metal, red bkg. on white letter. Stanford Class of ’30-45th reunion. 10cm. diam. pin on back. ARCH_AM_1980_20

Box 1

Button: LSJU Portfolio Project ARCH_AM_1994_09

Box 1


Box 1


Box 1

Button: “Don’t waste the power: Vote”; red white ARCH_AM_1992_18

Box 1

Button: “Once an Indian Always an Indian” ARCH_AM_2016_001 circa 1949

Scope and Contents

(3 in. diameter) with Li’l Injun face
Objects

Apports ARCH_AM_00_359

box 1

Button: "Reagan Library" with internat'! no symbol [circle with slash] ARCH_AM_1992_19

box 1

Button: "SULA volunteer" and drawing of an elephant ARCH_AM_1999_012

box 1


box 1

Button: “Welcome! 1999 Orientation” with “S” inside compass-type circle (2) ARCH_AM_1999_024 1999

box 1

Button: Beat Cal with image of bear with red diagonal stripe over it [universal “not” symbol] ARCH_AM_2006_018

box 1

Button: Big Game ARCH_AM_1992_03 1978

box 1

Button: Celebrate Stanford Founders' Day April 5, 1998 (2) Includes photo of Leland, Jane, and Leland Jr. in center ARCH_AM_1998_004

box 1

Button: I [heart] FRESHMEN ARCH_AM_2009_006 undated

box 1

Button: New Student Orientation 2003 Welcome (6 buttons) ARCH_AM_2003_022

box 1

Button: New Student Orientation 2004 Welcome (4 buttons) ARCH_AM_2007_002

box 1

Button: New Student Orientation 2005 Welcome (5 buttons) ARCH_AM_2007_003

box 1

Button: Service at Stanford Public Service Reunion 2000 ARCH_AM_2001_01

box 1

Button: Stanford '51. White background. Red lettering. ARCH_AM_2017_014

box 1


box 1


box 1

Button: STUDY AT TMU open 'round the clock for finals ARCH_AM_2002_15

box 1
Objects Apports ARCH_AM_00_359


box 1


Scope and Contents note

5 buttons, all the same (2002-28.1 - 2002-28.5)

box 1

Button: Welcome to Stanford! New Student Orientation 2006 (4 items) ARCH_AM_2008_007

box 1

Buttons (2) from 1999 Founders Day: “Celebrate Stanford! Founders’ Day April 11, 1999” with photo of Leland, Jane, and Leland Jr. ARCH_AM_1999_007

box 1

Buttons (2) from 20th anniversary of Tresidder Memorial Union: “TMU was built in 1962, where were you?” ARCH_AM_1991_091

box Button Box 2

Buttons (3) from Fast for Life, April 30, 1998, during Cesar Chavez Commemoration Week ARCH_AM_1999_002_ARCH_AM_2019_005

box 1

Buttons (4) from Reunion Homecoming Weekend ARCH_AM_2016_005 2015

Physical Description: 3 items

Scope and Contents

ARCH-AM.2016-005.1 - I met my BEST FRIEND at Stanford ARCH-AM.2016-005.2 - I met my PARTNER at Stanford
ARCH-AM.2016-005.3 - I met my HUSBAND at Stanford ARCH-AM.2016-005.4 - I met my WIFE at Stanford

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Stanford Alumni Association

box 1


Scope and Contents note


box 1

Buttons (5): Various ARCH_AM_2014_018
Physical Description: 5 item(s)

Scope and Contents


box 1

**Buttons (all different, with cartoons or graphics) ARCH_AM_2008_013**

Scope and Contents note


box 1

**Buttons and a pin from alumni reunions ARCH_AM_2001_33**

Scope and Contents note


box 1

**Buttons and badges (Stanford athletics) mounted in two albums (56 items total) ARCH_AM_1985_07**

box 1

**Buttons from football games ARCH_AM_2001_34**

Scope and Contents note

34.1 Big Game Bear Hunt 34.2 Stanford vs. Notre Dame 10/3/92 34.3 Stanford @ Notre Dame October 1, 1988

box 1

**Buttons issued for the 1983 visit of Queen Elizabeth on campus - “Stanford University 1983 Queen Elizabeth” - attached to card from President and Mrs. Donald Kennedy, with message “A memento of the Queen's Visit. Jeanne and Don" (3 copies) ARCH_AM_2008_015 1983**

box 1

**Buttons metal. white bkg with '30 in red letters. 9cm diam. pin on back (two identical buttons) ARCH_AM_1980_18**

box 1

**Buttons, celebrating opening of bookstore expansion, summer 1978 (4); Stanford Christmas faire (2) ARCH_AM_1979_06**

Scope and Contents note

79-06.1 and .2 I Read Books for the Stanford Bookstore 79-06.3 Welcome to the Stanford Bookstore 79-06.4 Join Our Book Club 25% off bestsellers 79-96.5 and .6 Stanford Christmas Faire
**Buttons, mostly Indian theme** ARCH_AM_2003_004 circa 1950s

Scope and Contents note

004.1 Li'l Injun pointing to himself 004.2 Li'l Injun in football uniform 004.3 indian with axe leaning on Cal bear 004.4 indian with axe sitting on Cal bear 004.5 Li'l Injun head superimposed over "S" 004.6 "Hitch up to the Wiggin Wagon" 004.7 indian head with feather headdress 004.8 "BEAT UCLA" 004.9 "BEAT CAL"

**Buttons: "Summer Job Fair" (yellow and blue); "Study at TMU" black and yellow. n.d.** ARCH_AM_1984_13

**Buttons: Beat Cal 1977 and Spring Fling 1979** ARCH_AM_2004_009

Scope and Contents note

009.1 BEAT CAL BIG GAME '77; 009.2 Spring Fling '79

**Buttons: metal, red bkg, white letters, class of '30, 40th reunion, Stanford. (Denny Driggs, 10cm, diam., pin on back). two= identical** ARCH_AM_1980_19

**Buttons. Metal pin-on buttons for holidays and other events. 1978, 1982, 1983.** ARCH_AM_1984_02

Scope and Contents note

1984-02.1 Harvest October 1 1984-02.2 Coffee House 2 years and growing Anniversary '82 1984-02.3 Stanford Christmas Faire Dec. 4-6 [1983?] 1984-02.4 Staff Stanford Christmas Faire [1983?] 1984-02.5 Beat Cal Big Game '78 [image of Gryphon?] 1984-02.6 Beat Cal Big Game '78 [axe head image]

**Buttons, (6 coat, 8 sleeve) with Stanford seal, gold, white, and red; belonged to Deal "Bud" Christensen, Jr., Class of 1951.** ARCH_AM_2017_006

**C.P. Jupiter / U.P. 119 Centennial Locomotive Set / The Golden Spike - 0 scale models of 2 locomotives that met at Promontory, Utah; in own large wooden box.[Originally given to Cantor Center on Sept. 4, 2001, which sent it to the Archives.]** ARCH_AM_2001_30

**Calendar for 1883 “With Best Wishes for Many Happy Returns of the Day” - pasted on board with fringe and pink braid trim** ARCH_AM_2004_024

**Calligraphy, about University Archives. frame 58x45cm, image 51x33cm.** ARCH_AM_00_329
Calligraphy, re Bender Room. 51 x 32 cm.REMOVED AND CLASSED AS PRINT 306 ARCH_AM_00_324

Candle Stick label: 5.5 diam. x 3 cm hi. Belonged to President Madison, for melting sealing wax. ARCH_AM_00_251

Cane with metal cap: “Stanford ’95” ARCH_AM_1995_23

Cane, with silver plates engraved with yearly editorial staff of the Chapparal (1920-1925) ARCH_AM_00_007

Canvas bag. Front: STANFORD UNIVERSITY with square containing “S”, the Tree, the seal, and “U”. Back: Compliments of Stanford Bookstore. Red ink on natural canvas ARCH_AM_2002_37

Cap and Gown pins (3 of same design but from different times) - gold with black enamel in shape of mortar board cap ARCH_AM_2008_020

Scope and Contents note
2008-020.1 “Hazel Levery ’07” on back 2008-020.2 blank on reverse 2008-020.3 initials E. J. on back

Cap, beanie, red. ARCH_AM_00_171

Cap: Stanford Class of ’80 Five Year Reunion ARCH_AM_2006_020

Card file (3x5) used by Elliott for notes on Stanford History ARCH_AM_1995_18

Card. 9x5 cm. "I have worked on class of 1918 Bonfire." ARCH_AM_00_195

Cardboard accompanying the above drawings. “Zoology Dept. Painted cloth materials." ARCH_AM_00_130_27

Carpet Board: Li’l Injun figures, with Stanford spelled out on their backs ARCH_AM_1994_11

Case for razors. ARCH_AM_00_151_3

Catalog. "Psychological and Physiological Apparatus and Supplies." 1930 ARCH_AM_00_107_1

Objects ARCH_AM_00_359

Apports

Cement tiles from Hanna House ARCH_AM_2005_026

Cent. Award presented to Dept. of Special Collections: sandstone rocks and replica of trowel ARCH_AM_1991_097

Centennial Banner flown on space shuttle Columbia ARCH_AM_1994_02 1990

Centennial Banners (large). ARCH_AM_1991_099

Scope and Contents note

1991-099.1 Red & white nylon "Stanford 100 Years" with stylized tree
1991-099.2 Red nylon with unrecognized design element
1991-099.3 Red & white nylon with stylized design of Quad column head
1991-099.4 Red & white nylon with stylized palm trees
1991-099.5-7 White & beige with red Centennial logo [.6 and .7 still in unopened plastic bags]
1991-099.8-9 Turquoise nylon with stylized palm trees
1991-099.10 Turquoise nylon with stylized design of Quad column head
1991-099.11 Red nylon with stylized design of Quad column head
1991-099.12 Red nylon with abstract figures
1991-099.13 White & beige possibly with Stanford 100 (too large)
1991-099.14 White & beige possibly with Stanford 100 (too large)
1991-099.15 White & beige possibly with Stanford 100 (too large)
1991-099.16 White & beige possibly with Stanford 100 (too large)
1991-099.17 Red nylon with stylized design of Quad column head
1991-099.18 Beige with Centennial logo
1991-099.19 Red with abstract figures ?
1991-099.20 [Beige, still in plastic bag]
1991-099.21 [Beige, still in plastic bag]
1991-099.22 [overlarge red nylon - more than one, but too large to unfold]

Centennial Medallions (silver and bronze) ARCH_AM_1994_06

Centennial memorabilia ARCH_AM_1995_05

Scope and Contents note

1. Cent. commencement pin, 1991
2. Cent. 100th class pin, 1991
3. Centennial pin

Centennial memorabilia - cup and pin ARCH_AM_1992_12

Scope and Contents note

Plastic cup - Parents' Weekend and Founders Day 1991 (2)
Pin - "Preparing for the Next 100 Years"

Ceramic box in the shape of the Stanford house in Sacramento ARCH_AM_2009_029 undated

Ceramic Tile with tinted picture of Leland Jr. 24x16x.5 cm, tinted photo, head and shoulders. ARCH_AM_00_248
Ceramic tray and bowl, Wheelock, Dresden. Cobalt blue, with paintings of campus scenes. ARCH_AM_2018_025

Scope and Contents

ARCH-AM-2018-025.01, Bowl, East Arch ARCH-AM-2018-025.02, Tray, Memorial Church

box 1

Ceramic ware, Stanford dinnerware. ARCH_AM_2014_015

Scope and Contents

4 piece dinnerware set with gold rim. Plates and bowl have "Stanford University" at top in gold and white letters and Stanford seal on left, right, and bottom of each piece. Cup has Stanford seal on it.

box 1

Ceremonial sword of T. Hopkins, with scabard. ARCH_AM_2001_018

box 1

Certificate for Japanese Student Assoc. 1914, 51x53 cm. black frame with glass. From State of California. ARCH_AM_00_113 1914

box 1

Certificate, Framed in glass. 29X41 cm. Wm H. Bonsall, Admission to California State Bar, 1938 ARCH_AM_00_183

box 1

Certificate, framed with glass. 25X31 cm. W.H.Bonsall, US District Court, qualifies as attorney. ARCH_AM_00_182

box 1

Certificate, framed; gives Timothy Hopkins life privileges to Levi Cooper Lane. Library of Med. Surgery; frame 41x49, image 35x42 cm. ARCH_AM_00_279

box 1

Certificate, Framed. 40X29 cm. Inscribes Leland Stanford's name on immortals of florence nightingale Inst. ARCH_AM_00_180

box 1

Champagne bottle: Stanford / Governor's Cuvee / Champagne of California (Weibel Vineyards) ARCH_AM_00_005

box 1

Champagne bottle: Stanford Governors Cuvee by Leland Stanford Winery Mission San Jose, Calif. ARCH_AM_1984_51

box 1

Champagne flutes from Viennese Ball 2000 and 2001 ARCH_AM_2007_018

Scope and Contents note

2007-018.1 2000 Ball; 2007-018.2 2001 Ball

box 1
box 1

Cigar box “La Flor Stanford” with illustrations on inside lid of Leland Stanford, state capital, and stock farm
ARCH_AM_1992_09

box 1

Cigar box, “Leland Stanford” ARCH_AM_2018_002 1898

box 1

Circle of Friends award to Stanford University from the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 2003. Lucite shape with etched letters. 9 in. high, 3.5 in. wide. ARCH_AM_2006_029

box 1

Class hat; red beanie (sophomore ?) ARCH_AM_00_048 1906

box 1

Class hat; pith helmet ARCH_AM_00_049 1913

box 1

Class Ring, 1962 ARCH_AM_2016_004 1962

Scope and Contents
Class ring, belonged to Charles Slaughter, class of 1962.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Slaughter, Charles H.

box 1

Cloth diagrams of flowers; used for botany class instruction. 25 pieces ARCH_AM_00_032

box 1

T-shirt-- white cotton (anvil brand) with Leland Jr. portrait on front; L. Jr. “letter” and signature on back.
ARCH_AM_1982_01 1981

box 1

Coaster with image of Memorial Church, Memorial Arch, and hills in background. ARCH_AM_00_025

box 1

Collage of photographs, university seal, and American flag that were flown aboard the Space Shuttle Atlantis, January 1997; signed by Jeff Wisoff, U. S. Astronaut. Originally given to Bill Stone, president of SAA ARCH_AM_2001_10

box 1

Collection of political pins and buttons of Miss Elizabeth Nash. In square box. ARCH_AM_00_215

Scope and Contents note
00-215.1 American flag pin, 1.3x1cm 00-215.2 Medal, 3.5cm diam. Richelieu etc. 00-215.3 Medal, 2cm diam. from S.S. Beaver 00-215.4 Medal, 5cm diam. “Divisao de Geologia.” 00-215.5 Button-pin, 2cm “Votes for Women.” 00-215.6 Button-pin, 2cm Grant Photo 00-215.7 Button-pin, 6cm “Barclay President” 00-215.8 Button-pin, 6cm Humanity Legion aid to China 00-215.9 Button-pin, 2cm. Liberty, Equality, etc. 00-215.10 Button-pin, 2.5cm “Wilkie for President” 00-215.11
Objects

**Apports ARCH_AM_00_359**

- Button-pin, 5.5cm leather - McGovern 00-215.12
- Button-pin, 3cm, McGovern-Shriver 00-215.13
- Button-pin, 3cm "McGovern" 00-215.14
- Button-pin, 3cm, Nixon now more then, etc. 00-215.15
- Button-pin, 3cm diam, "Nixon Now" 00-215.16
- Button-pin, 5cm, ""Pres. Nixon no more... etc. 00-215.17
- Button-pin, 2.5cm, Nixon, gold on black 00-215.18
- Button-pin, 2.5cm, "I like Ike" 00-215.19
- Button with ribbons - frosty sons of thunder, Somerset County Pa.

**Scope and Contents note**

- Commemorative dinner plate with images of Hoover Tower, inner quad, east gateway, Memorial Church, outer quad, and stadium ARCH_AM_00_004

- Commemorative souvenirs collected by the Centennial office from other institutions' anniversary events ARCH_AM_1991_101
  - Scope and Contents note
  - 1991-101.1 Pennant from US Olympic Festival '90
  - 1991-101.2 Pennant from US Olympic Festival '90
  - 1991-101.3 Battery operated sparkler from US Olympic Festival '90
  - 1991-101.4 Label pin US Olympic Festival '90 [flag shape]
  - 1991-101.5 Label pin US Olympic Festival '90 [oval]
  - 1991-101.6 Button from 350th Harvard anniversary

- Community Day Stanford Ultimate Frisbee Team - frisbee [no date on it] ARCH_AM_2006_019

- Community Day Stanford Ultimate Frisbee Team - frisbee, ca. 2003 ARCH_AM_2004_030

- Computer mousepads from SunNet given out at conference. (earth and spacestation Mir on black background) - 6 items ARCH_AM_1999_005

- Concrete sample "Quad Column Approved Sample 10-00-3". Curved piece showing outside ridges. ca. 2000 ARCH_AM_2006_036

- Construction materials, ARCH_AM_2002_05 circa 2001
  - Scope and Contents note
  - 2002-05.1 replacement material for ceiling 2002-05.2 frame (possibly original) for soffitt light fixtures in Hobby House [boxed with AM 2002-03] 2002-05.3 sample of original concrete floor 2002-05.4 core sample from terrace

- Copper plated printing block of image of earthquake-damaged 1900 library; framed ARCH_AM_2002_12

- Corn-cob pipe used in Encina smokers ARCH_AM_2004_015

- Costumes (vests and blouses - 6 items) ARCH_AM_2008_017
Cup, metal. 9cm high. Souvenir of Stanford University, Palo Alto tree, Mem. Arch, Quad, and Chapel entrance.  
ARCH_AM_00_192

Death Mask: Jordan, David Starr  ARCH_AM_00_067

Death Mask: Stanford, Jane Lathrop  ARCH_AM_00_068

Death Mask: Stanford, Leland Jr.  ARCH_AM_00_070

Death Mask: Stanford, Leland  ARCH_AM_00_069

Decal of Li'l Injun face  ARCH_AM_2006_005 circa 1965

Decal: Stanford University with "S" and tree placed between  ARCH_AM_2009_017 undated

Delta Tau Delta paddleboard and letter from Fred Glover, names of Delt initiates carved on it.  ARCH_AM_1984_56

Demi-tasse cup and saucer, painted scene "North Arcade, St. Unive., Ca."  ARCH_AM_1980_25 circa 1895

Demitasse cup belonging to Jessie K. Jordan  ARCH_AM_1979_07

Denim work shirt with SULAIR HighWire Press Stanford University Press embroidered on left front, along with symbol for each.  ARCH_AM_2007_012

Die, used for Tree Stamp for Libraries.  ARCH_AM_00_218 1969

Die; 12x3x1 cm. Made by Mesabi Iron Co. S.F.  ARCH_AM_00_237

Die; Bookplate, 7x5x2, The Barbara Jordon Library of Birds.  ARCH_AM_00_236

Die; Bookplate, ExLibris, Kate Felton Elkins with scenic picture.  ARCH_AM_00_234

Die; Bookplate, Leland Stanford University Library, presented by Timothy Welton Stanford. 4x6x2 cm.  ARCH_AM_00_235
Die; Bookplate, Stanford Univ. Library. 8x5x2 cm. Journalism Library. ARCH_AM_00_232

Die; David Starr Jordan's Book Plate. ARCH_AM_00_252

Die; Group of men under Quad Arch. 15x11x2 cm. (Geology) ARCH_AM_00_224

Die; Insurance Policy from Pacific Mutual on Life of Leland Stanford. 15x10x2. ARCH_AM_00_247

Die; John Almack Memorial Collection. 11x8 cm. ARCH_AM_00_230

Die; Labelled Charles Stanford. 13x10x2 cm. ARCH_AM_00_226

Die; Picture of man. 6x9x2 cm. ARCH_AM_00_220

Die; Portrait Signature of J.C. Branner. ARCH_AM_00_246

Die; Portrait of a man. 8x6x2. ARCH_AM_00_229

Die; Portrait of man, 9x15x2 cm. ARCH_AM_00_222

Die; Portrait of Man; 13x10x2 cm. ARCH_AM_00_227

Die; Portrait of Man; 16x11cm. ARCH_AM_00_225

Die; Portrait of man. 6x9x2 cm. ARCH_AM_00_221

Die; Stanford Church. 11x16x2 cm. ARCH_AM_00_223

Die; Stanford University Library bookplate; 9x6x2 cm. ARCH_AM_00_231

Die; Stanford Path at Lagunita. 9x12x2 cm. ARCH_AM_00_228
Diploma, black frame with glass; 84x108 cm., awarded to David Starr Jordan by Internat. Fisheries Exhibition. ARCH_AM_00_089

box 1

Diploma, Harvard University. For Wm Bonsall. 35X39 cm. ARCH_AM_00_184

box 1

Doll, Stanford Football Player. 14cm high, in red sweater with block "S". [sticker on bottom - "Varsity Vic"; copyright Bud Pione carved on back of figure] ARCH_AM_00_194

box 1

Donald Tresidder memorabilia ARCH_AM_1984_58

Scope and Contents note

1. academic hood belonging to Pres. Donald Tresidder, purple and blue velvet 2. academic hood belonging to Pres. Donald Tresidder, green and red velvet 3. Pennant "Stanford" maroon

box 1

Double sleigh bed previously owned by Stanford President Ray Lyman Wilbur (from the Dunn-Bacon house) ARCH_AM_1998_020

box 1

Drawing on muslin, 61X89 cm. Shasta daisy in color on muslin. ARCH_AM_00_130_04 circa 1898

box 1

Drawing on Muslin. 109X89 Green Crayon drawing. Hyrid poppy leaves, Burbank. ARCH_AM_00_130_02

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 91X91 cm. Ink drawing. Tall man and short man standing by yardstick. From J.of Heredity vol 5. no.11, Nov.1914. ARCH_AM_00_130_23 1914-11

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 64X107 cm. Diagrams of Okimonas Termo, Euglena Viridis, Haematococcus Pandorina. ARCH_AM_00_130_25

box 1

Drawing on Muslin. 66X94 cm. Used for class instruction; Physiological Morphology, 1898. Black Ink. Sea Urchin, extra ovates. ARCH_AM_00_130_01

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 86X61 cm. Subject; artificial selection. Hybrid walnut; cross between Japanese English walnut. ARCH_AM_00_130_24

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 86X91 cm. Brown crayon on white. Diagram of flower showing pollination (To illustrate method of cross pollination.) ARCH_AM_00_130_11

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 89X107 cm. Leaves from second generation seedlings of walnut. ARCH_AM_00_130_13

box 1
Drawing on muslin. 91X104 cm. Burbank scarlet poppy hybrid. Colored Crayon. ARCH_AM_00_130_14

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 91X107 cm. c.1898. Hybridology. Wild stoneless plum and french prune. ARCH_AM_00_130_15

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 91X114 cm. Artificial selection: Variation in poppy capsules. ARCH_AM_00_130_21

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 91X114 cm. Two pedelled hybrid seedling lily. Color-artificial selection. ARCH_AM_00_130_07

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 91X130 cm. c.1898. Lecture; Wheat Breeding. Artificial selection. ARCH_AM_00_130_12

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 91X86 cm. First fixed primus blackberry artifically produced. ARCH_AM_00_130_22

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 97X91 cm. Variation on Hybridization. Half Sour-half sweet apple and half green yellow- half red. “A most remarkable result.” ARCH_AM_00_130_26

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 63X104 cm. Drawings of Amoeba, Chondriodema difforme Dipflugia. ARCH_AM_00_130_16 circa 1898

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 89X61 cm. Artificial selection- original and improved beach plum. ARCH_AM_00_130_03 circa 1898

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 104X91 cm. The first double shasta daisy. Curious forms among asta daisey seedlings. ARCH_AM_00_130_05 circa 1898

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 48X91 cm. Thallus and fruit of spineless cactus. ARCH_AM_00_130_17 circa 1898

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 91X117 cm. Seven types of Canaries. Drawn from Romanes. Darwin after Darwin. ARCH_AM_00_130_08 circa 1898

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 91X124. Leaves from a strawberry-rasberry hybrid. ARCH_AM_00_130_18 circa 1898

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 91X32 cm. Sample leaves of common garden dahlia. (Showing variation within species when under cultivation.) ARCH_AM_00_130_10 circa 1898

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 91X71. Subj. natural selection; Wild Boar and modern pig. Ink drawing. ARCH_AM_00_130_20 circa 1898

box 1
Drawing on muslin. 91x79 cm. Lecture; Instinct Reason; Structure involving simple reflex; spinal cord, etc.  ARCH_AM_00_130_19 circa 1898

box 1

Drawing on muslin. 91x271 cm. Black ink drawing on Muslin. Century Magazine, 1907. Man examining two long Rooster tails. ARCH_AM_00_130_06 circa 1907

box 1

Drawing, Architectural, framed of Memorial Library. frame 65x79cm, image 48x63 cm. ARCH_AM_00_318

box 1

Drawing, Architectural, framed of Memorial Library. Signed Samuel Newsome (same as 2000-318). frame 81x69, image 47x59 cm. ARCH_AM_00_319

box 1

Drawing, Architectural, framed, of Memorial Library. Signed Samuel Newsome (same as 2000-318). frame 61 x 113, image 44x96 cm. ARCH_AM_00_323

box 1

Drawings, Architectural, Tinted. Leland Stanford Jr. Univ. Shepley, Rutan, Coolidge. frame 119x48 ARCH_AM_00_327

box 1

Drums used by the Band - 2 kettle drums and 1 snare drum; one kettle drum has torn drumhead; 6 drum sticks (one is brush-type); canvas case for snare drum ARCH_AM_2007_020

Scope and Contents note

2007-020.1 kettle drum (intact) 2007-020.2 kettle drum (torn head 2007-020.3 snare drum 2007-020.4 case 2007-020.5 sticks

box 1

Duplicate image of Donald Kennedy's presidential portrait ARCH_AM_2005_019

box 1

El Tigre Club paddle ARCH_AM_1980_26 circa 1934

Box 1

El Centro Chicano y Latino memorabilia Accession ARCH_AM_2019_007

Scope and Contents


box 1

Embosser for defunct University Seal ARCH_AM_2004_005

box 1

Embosser for Vina Agency ARCH_AM_2008_001
Embosser of the Delta Upsilon Alumni Association (see accn 1997-192 for records) ARCH_AM_1997_016

Embosser with Trustees’ seal [now defunct as official seal]: “Seal of the Leland Stanford Junior University 1885” in outer circle, image of tree in the center with “Semper Virens” ARCH_AM_2005_013

Embroidered Indian Head used as model for blankets; designed by A. Phimister Proctor for Dr. Tom Williams ARCH_AM_1978_11

Embroidered mourning scenes by Mary Nancy Kellogg: in hinged wood box (includes typed note re. people represented) ARCH_AM_1995_10 circa 1840

Embroidered patch, SU seal (tree, Leland Stanford Junior University, organized 1891). ARCH_AM_1980_13

Embroidered satin bag (once contained Jane L. Stanford's opera glasses) ARCH_AM_00_027

Enameled Pin: NCAA Women’s Final Four San Antonio 2002 ARCH_AM_2008_012

Engraving of L. Stanford portrait with his signature, for printing purposes [used as frontispiece in George T. Clark’s biography of LS]. Mounted on red velvet and framed ARCH_AM_00_043

Ephemera from men's final 4: pins, signs, pennant, cups. ARCH_AM_1998_017

Scope and Contents note

98-017.1 pin “FINAL FOUR” with emblems of 4 schools 98-017.2 pin “1998 NCAA FINAL FOUR STANFORD UTAH KENTUCKY NORTH CAROLINA” 98-017.3 pennant: Stanford 1998 NCAA FINAL FOUR 98-017.4 and .5 plastic cup “1998 NCAA FINAL FOUR ALAMODOME” 98-017.6 and .7 plastic cup “1998 NCAA FINAL FOUR SAN ANTONIO” 98-017.8 and .9 two-sided sign: JUST DO IT CARDINAL; JUST DO IT STANFORD

Etching, framed, glass, Abeside, Memorial Church. frame 46x34 cm, image 19x14 cm. [MOVED TO PRINT COLLECTION 2/2006] ARCH_AM_00_273

Etching; framed, glass; Title page of eight etchings by Louis Orr. frame 46x34 cm, image 19x14 cm. [MOVED TO PRINT COLLECTION 2/2006] ARCH_AM_00_272

Etching; framed, glass; Old Union and Fountain, signed Louis Orr. frame 47x35 cm, image 21x17 cm. ARCH_AM_00_301
Examples of stone work from the old Encina Gym (razed in 2004): cap stone, 2 squares, example of cast stone
ARCH_AM_2004_010

Fallfest: two red caps, one button (white and blue) ARCH_AM_1984_12 1983

Fan (Palo Alto tree on red background) from 1999 Convocation, with text of “Hail, Stanford, Hail” and program (2)
ARCH_AM_1999_025 1999

Fan from 110th Opening Convocation with program and text of “Hail, Stanford, Hail” on one side and image on the other (5 items) ARCH_AM_00_011

Fan from 117th Convocation; on reverse: program order, text of Hail, Stanford, Hail. (2 items - round paper on wooden handle) ARCH_AM_2008_008

Fan from 124th Convocation; on reverse: program order, text of Hail, Stanford, Hail. (round paper on wooden handle) ARCH_AM_2016_007 2014

Fan from 127th Convocation; clear plastic with red Block S, red handle ARCH_AM_2018_023

Felt applique in shape of an Indian head with embroidery ARCH_AM_2009_019 undated

Felt banners: 1) Palo Alto Military Academy, 2) Rose Bowl - Stanford, 3) Stanford (with Indian head) ARCH_AM_1991_095

Felt figure of Stanford football player ARCH_AM_2019_003 circa 1900-1920

Scope and Contents
Belonged to Dolores Morelli Hoffman, Class of 1954.

Felt hat: red white reversible with diamond shape applique on top ARCH_AM_1991_092

Felt pennant “Stanford” with tree over the “S” - red letters on white felt. ARCH_AM_1995_34

Fencing jacke; 79X41cm. White padded shoulders, laces up the front. ARCH_AM_00_131

Fencing jacket of R H. Hull and straw sombrero (reputed to be a senior sombrero from SU class earlier than 1928) ARCH_AM_2006_007
Scope and Contents note

2006-007.1 jacket "SU" in red felt on left sleeve 2006-007.2 hat, dark brown woven straw, 19" in diameter

box 1

**Fencing vest used by student in 1895/6** ARCH_AM_00_032

Scope and Contents note

see also ACCN 2000-297 for photo of student and fencing master

box 1

**Figure of football and football shoe with plaque "GERHARD CASPER 2000 Rose Bowl Kickoff Luncheon"**
ARCH_AM_2000_019

box 1

**Figure of gold miner on base with plaque "In Honor of PRESIDENT G. CASPER GUEST SPEAKER Stanford Sacramento Club 30 March 1993"** ARCH_AM_2000_018

box 1

**Fire place bellows with many initials names, inc. Bruce Bliven, classes ’14, ’16, ’17. 56x24x5 cm.** ARCH_AM_00_266

box 1

**First academic robe of President Hennessy** ARCH_AM_2003_002

box 1


box 1

**Flag: French tri-color; possibly used by Stanford ambulance corps during World War I** ARCH_AM_00_064

box 1

**Flag (US) and Stanford University Board of Trustees banner flown aboard the Space Shuttle Atlantis, STS-110; banner and certificate of authenticity** ARCH_AM_2012_081 2002 Apr 8-19

Scope and Contents note

From the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the crew of Atlantis, STS-110.

Box 1

**Flag, American with Venus Symbol** Accession ARCH-AM-2019-012

Box 1

**Flooring, from Maples Pavilion** ARCH_AM_2019_002 circa 2004

Scope and Contents

"Actual Piece of Historic Stanford University Maples Pavilion Floor, 1969-2004"
Football autographed by Glenn Warner Team ARCH_AM_1978_03

Football banner. Red cowhide; canvas glued on leather with painting of Stanford coed and football player. Irregular shape, approx. 3 x 3 ft. ARCH_AM_1977_09 circa 1895


Football charms, each engraved directly ARCH_AM_1978_13

Scope and Contents note

Football, inflatable ARCH_AM_2018_014

Scope and Contents
In white lettering: "join team commute club/transportation.stanford.edu/ bicycle bus carpool train vanpool walk"

Football pin: Stanford “S” lapel pin, with small football suspended below. ARCH_AM_1980_21

Football Referee’s yellow flag (for calling penalties). NOT one used in any Big Game. ARCH_AM_00_028

Football socks; red wool. ARCH_AM_1981_05 circa 1897

Scope and Contents note
An addition to AM 79-12

Football sweater, athletic, heavy red wool, knit, long sleeve, turtle neck. 73 x 47 cm. ARCH_AM_1984_42

Football uniform, worn by Darwin B. Lyon Jr. ARCH_AM_1978_07 circa 1896

Football, Big Game, ARCH_AM_1984_45 circa 1892
Football, reputed to be from first big game ARCH_AM_1978_06

box 1

Football: no laces ARCH_AM_1994_07

box 1

Form Board. Psychological Apparatus, 1930. 34x46 cm. ARCH_AM_00_107_2

box 1

Founders' Day button: “Celebrate Stanford! Founders' Day April 9, 2000” with image of all 3 Stanfords in center ARCH_AM_2000_003

box 1

Frame from portrait of Homer Laughlin, class of 1896.; Leather, tooled design, padded. [for photo see GP 15693] ARCH_AM_1995_19

box 1

Framed collage of women's basketball team 1896 ARCH_AM_1982_13

box 1

Framed Letter Envelope: 22x28 glass. To Mother's Club of Stanford; from Subversive Activities Committee, 1956. ARCH_AM_00_250

box 1

Framed photo (1903) of the chancel in Memorial Church, showing 5 of the statues of the saints ARCH_AM_2001_08

box 1

Framed Photo of Jane Stanford Leland, Jr. Sepia in gold frame 988x61 cm). Jane faces left. ARCH_AM_00_261

box 1

Framed photo of the Stanford Faculty. panoramic view taken in inner quad. this is a duplicate ARCH_AM_00_010 Winter quarter, 1914

box 1

Framed photo of view of campus over Lake Lagunita ARCH_AM_2001_09 pre-1906

box 1

Framed photo reproduction of bird's eye view of Ayrshire Farm, residence of Peter Coutts [same as print 179] Frame OD 38x46cm, image 14x21cm. ARCH_AM_00_361

box 1

Framed photo, Breakers Club Stanford Fall 1910. BW Photo. Has some info pasted over glass regarding members. [duplicate of GP2806] ARCH_AM_00_360

box 1

Framed photo, BW, Stanford Stock Farm, view of barns. frame OD 28x36cm, image 27x34cm. - DUPLICATE OF GP OS 12726. ARCH_AM_00_362

box 1

Framed photo, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, 5 color photos of SLAC-- exterior and interior. Description on reverse. frame 39x33cm. photos= 5(8x11cm color photos). ARCH_AM_00_363
Framed photograph of El Palo Alto ARCH_AM_2002_19 circa 1900

Scope and Contents note
Typed inscription reads: My Dad and Mother came to Stanford in 1897, just after their marriage, my father having been hired by David Starr Jordan, President of Stanford. This photo of the beautiful old Palo Alto Tree, circa 1900, was always proudly displayed in our home. This tree rested by the railroad bridge on the north end of Palo Alto.

Framed photograph of view of campus over Lake Lagunita, ca. 1905. Gymnasium completed, library not completed. ARCH_AM_2001_17

Framed photos, color and BW ARCH_AM_00_365

Scope and Contents note
1. William J. Bonsall, 1934, BW. frame 41x21cm, image 5x9cm. 2. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bonsall, color. frame 41x21cm, image 11x8cm. 3. Text re Memorial fund for 3 professorships and library.

Framed Piece of Paper. Glass. "Dr. J.C. Branner to H.C. Hoover, Nove. 30 1893- for services during Month of November, $9.80 et." 13 x 26 cm. ARCH_AM_00_265

Framed Portrait: Judge Samuel F. Lieb, oil painting, in gold frame. ARCH_AM_00_259

Framed prints (large, ornate frames) of Brian Lamprell’s color sketches of Stanford views 1998 ARCH_AM_2005_022

Scope and Contents note
2005-022.1 Memorial Church 2005-022.2 Main Quad [really inner quad] 2005-022.3 Palm Drive 2005-022.4 Green Library [West Wing front view]

Framed reproduction of artist’s rendering of Memorial Church (possibly post-quake reconstruction) front oblique view, exterior. frame OD 36x48cm, image 21x38cm. ARCH_AM_00_364

Framed sepia photos of arboretum view ARCH_AM_1995_24

Framed under glass, 33X25 cm. Stanford Daily headlines, 1938-40 collage style. ARCH_AM_00_178

Framed- Stanford Coeds. Series of Individual Portraits. ARCH_AM_00_357 circa 1895
Free standing photo frame, possibly brass, ornate trim. ARCH_AM_1992_08

French "Croix de Guerre" from flag pole (US flag used by Stanford Ambulance Corps??) ARCH_AM_00_065_1

French horn #12393 in case “Property of Stanford University Bands” ARCH_AM_1999_018

Freshman "dink" (cap) ARCH_AM_1993_08 1917

Frisbee: “Sequoia Travel Center, Tresidder Union” red white ARCH_AM_1985_008

Glass jar with label: “Varian 50th Anniversary Blackberry Jam” ARCH_AM_1999_003

Glasses, "Nerd Nation" ARCH_AM_2017_013

Globe, Inflatable: Knight-Hennessy Scholars ARCH_AM_2018_021

Gold key presented to Mrs. Lucie Stern by SU in appreciation for her gift of Ruth Lucie Stern Research Lab, 1939, St. Med. ARCH_AM_1977_02

Gold pocket watch (1919) and wedding ring of Chester Naramore, with suede leather pouch ARCH_AM_2009_026 1919 and undated

Scope and Contents note

2009-026.1 Watch is engraved inside: “Chet” in appreciation from Petroleum Division U.S.B.M. Feb. 1st 1919; outside has initials entwined CN 2009-026.2 Ring is engraved: G.E.C. to C. N. 2009-026.3 Suede pouch

Graduation tassel, Class of 2002 ARCH_AM_2010_005 2002

Greek marble piece from fireplace mantel, incised with "S" ARCH_AM_2005_031

Green armband issued to faculty observers to be used during campus disturbances ARCH_AM_2010_015 1971


Gym Suit: black bloomers, white shirt, black sash, black vest ARCH_AM_1983_05 circa 1900
Hard hat - white with Stanford seal on front; used during Library basement remodeling ARCH_AM_1979_16

Hard hat - white with Stanford seal on front; used during Library basement remodeling ARCH_AM_1979_17


Scope and Contents note

2009-033.1 White hard hat 2009-033.2 Red baseball cap

Hat (beanie style) and red tie with Li'l Injun design painted on it, ca. 1951 ARCH_AM_2006_001

Scope and Contents note

2006-001.1 Hat 2006-001.2 Tie


Hat, signed on brim by members of the classes of 1914-1918 ARCH_AM_2011_003 circa 1918

Hat, beanie, 9x21, gray with red button, size 6 7/8 ARCH_AM_1984_28

Hat, Plug Ugly, of R.S. Lewis ARCH_AM_00_106 1905

Hat, red and white, ’12, 28x21x13cm. ARCH_AM_1984_27

Hat, red felt with thin white band. 28 x 25cm. ARCH_AM_1984_46

Hat, Senior Sombrero, Maker = The Regent, Palo Alto. 32x99x11 cm. ARCH_AM_1984_26

Hat, Sombrero, signatures of ’08, ’09, ’03. “R. L. Holman on brim. ARCH_AM_00_268 circa 1908

Hats - sombrero and plug ugly ARCH_AM_1997_012

Scope and Contents note
1. Senior Sombrero - leather band with "Stanford 11"; S.B.S. on inner band
2. Plug Ugly, S.B.S. class of 1911 - paintings: Encina Club, History, woman's face, 1911 banner

Hats and beanies ARCH_AM_1983_07

Scope and Contents note
0. freshman beanie, gray
1. felt hat, red, with gray band
2. felt hat, red
3. leather belt, brown, with buckle, "Stanford"
4. leather hat band for a senior “Sombrero”
5. ribbon, red and blue, with small buckle

Hats: 1 sophomore dink, 1 baseball hat (red felt) ARCH_AM_1981_07

Herbert Hoover Medal for Distinguished Service presented to J. Wallace Sterling by Stanford Alumni Association with case, ARCH_AM_2009_012 1964

Herbert Hoover Medal for Distinguished Service, Stanford Alumni Association ["blank" - not awarded to anyone] ARCH_AM_2009_013 pre-1985

High heeled shoes originally with Carol Green's scrapbook ARCH_AM_1996_01


Scope and Contents note
Copy 1 is missing the "Disney" sticker on upper left of original box. Copy 2 [added March 2010] is complete.

homemade tag, small banner for 75th anniversary (2000), an award plaque from Children's Wish Foundation International (includes photo of APO member with a child at a playground), Golden Anniversary seal, hand puppet in shape of a beaver, and Playskool Cobbler's Bench labeled “APO Female Presidents' Gavel” ARCH_AM_2007_013

Scope and Contents note

Honor the Game - button and brochure re program sponsored by Positive Coaching Alliance ARCH_AM_2002_17

Hoover House construction materials, 2001: Original roofing tile and sample of new replacement tile ARCH_AM_2002_04
Horn, used at Big Game March. ARCH_AM_00_033 1892

Scope and Contents note

22 inches, tin; barely readable on shaft of horn is "Big Game L.S.J. U. [v?] UC March 19, 1892" and the name Harriett J. Fyffe. On the fluted edge is "Rah, Rah, Rah / Rah" and the name Minnie B. Yoder

box 1

Horn, used at Stanford-Nebraska Rose Bowl game, 1941; by Roos Bros. ; red/white ARCH_AM_00_034

box 1

Horseshoe ARCH_AM_1992_010

box 1

Indian doll with bendable arms and legs, originally owned by Walt Peterson ARCH_AM_1997_011

box 1

Insulated coffee cup with lid “Stanford Bookstore Cafe Confections” ARCH_AM_2007_030 circa 1995

box 1

Insulated cup, Stanford University, Arts Intensive Program ARCH_AM_2014_004 2013

box 1

Insulated cup, Stanford University, Bing Honors College ARCH_AM_2014_003 2013

box 1

Insulated cup, Stanford University, Sophomore College ARCH_AM_2014_002 2013

box 1

Invitation to party for Sandy Riser - inside a paper cup with plastic stick ARCH_AM_1993_14

box 1

Ivory handled razor, “Francis B. Loomis” on handle. ARCH_AM_00_151_1

box 1

Ivory handled razor. ARCH_AM_00_151_2

box 1

J. L. Stanford portrait mask ARCH_AM_00_068_5

box 1

Jacket, reversible red/khaki, with round patch “STANFORD BAND” around Indian head ARCH_AM_2002_22

box 1

Japanese Caligraphy in black frame with glass-110x65 cm. ARCH_AM_00_088

box 1

Jewelry- pins, money clip ARCH_AM_1983_03

Scope and Contents note

jewelry: three small pins, incl. on lsju seal (.5cm diam) and two gold pins

Key chain; enameled picture (multi-colored) of front of quad from palm drive.

Key, 4 cm long, "Key to trunk at Union Safe Deposit with C.P. Huntington. J.L.S." labelled


Klystron tubes

AM 96-03.01--AM 96-03.05

Scope and Contents

AM 96-03.01 Stanford type 410R, 2 cavity oscillator. Designed by E. L. Ginzton and Don Snow; built at San Carlos plant. late 1930s (earliest one in collection); AM 96-03.02 "C" band amplifier, 3 cavity, type VA122a; copy of a Sperry design (SAC45A). Built at Varian, San Carlos; AM 96-03.03 Reflex tube 417C; original Sperry number built by Varian. Used by the Navy; AM 96-03.04 Sperry amplifier, "C" band, 3 cavities. Live tube. Designed for 100 watts output microwave instrument landing transmitter; AM 96-03.05 Klystron frequency multiplier from early 1940s; probably built at Sperry San Carlos or at Stanford.

AM 96-03.06--AM 96-03.08

Scope and Contents

AM 96-03.06 Production version of #5. Used to drive the instrument landing transmitter and also the local oscillator in the receiver for instrument landing or aviation landing; AM 96-03.07 Experimental amplifier built in San Carlos in early 1950s (A 24G). Built for Ryan Aeronautical Corp. in San Diego for a doppler navigation system. Five cavities, tunable, produced a few watts output at very high gain; AM 96-03.08 Section of one of the earlier Sperry "S" band 3 cavity amplifiers.

AM 96-03.09--AM 96-03.10

Scope and Contents

AM 96-03.09 Varian Associates 517; 2 cavity oscillator. Used for the Hawk missile guidance system; AM 96-03.10 Varian type VA912A; 3 cavity amplifier operating in "C" band; designed as a second source for the Sperry SAC47
box 4

**AM 96-03.11--AM 96-03.13**

*Scope and Contents*

AM 96-03.11A Varian VA204; reflex klystron oscillator; AM 96-03.11B Reflex oscillator (in two parts; can be disassembled), shows the cathode portion through one window and the reflector through the other; AM 96-03.12 Three cavity amplifier klystron designed for mass production using a clam shell type of structure for the cavities. This structure was electro formed on a mandrel, believed to have been designed and built by Don Snow in San Carlos in the early 1950s; AM 96-03.13 Sperry-type 2K34 type klystron. Two cavity oscillator with a third cavity acting as a buffer to isolate the oscillator section from load variations.

box 1

**Knobby Adaline - weather prediction machine buildt by Bernard Widrow; used in San Francisco, ca. 1960**

ARCH_AM_1997_020

box 1

**Konrad B. Krauskopt medals with cases ARCH_AM_2009_011 1960 and undated**

*Scope and Contents note*


box 1

**Li'l Injun decal ARCH_AM_2009_003 circa 1950**

box 1

**Li'l Injun watch ARCH_AM_1982_02**

box 1

**Li'l Injun window sticker ARCH_AM_1982_03**

box 1

**Label button "Happy Birthday Donald Tresidder" ARCH_AM_1979_11 Apr. 6, 1979**

box 1

**label pin: “Stanford Basketball 1998-99 Season Celebrating 25 Years” ARCH_AM_1999_008**

box 1

**Label: 5.5x7 cm, Color, Palo Alto Brand of Tomatoes. ARCH_AM_00_202**

box 1

**Labels, “Bookmaker's Ale,” specially bottled beer from the Anchor Brewing Co. served at SUL-sponsored reception at ALA meeting in San Francisco ARCH_AM_1998_012 1997 June 27**

box 1

**Labels, “Bookmaker’s Ale,” specially bottled beer from the Anchor Brewing Co. served at SUL-sponsored reception at ALA meeting in San Francisco (2) ARCH_AM_2018_011 1997 June 27**
Lace bedspread (or possibly tablecloth) used by Hopkins [Lydia] 1873 and on, with two smaller cloths of same design. ARCH_AM_1989_188

Ladies Pins, ARCH_AM_00_211

Scope and Contents note

00-211.1 Ladies Stick Pin, with Lacey gold design. 2.5x3x5 cm. 00-211.2 Ladies Stick Pin, with Lacey gold design. 2.5x3x5 cm.

Lantern Slide Projector (old) for 3" to 4" slides ARCH_AM_00_254

Large bolt (2 of them) distributed as keepsakes at ground breaking ceremony for Cantor Center; third one came with accn 2008-107 ARCH_AM_1995_27

large poster: duplication of framed axe ARCH_AM_2002_14

Large red felt rectangle with “STANFORD’ in white letters; white satin along left edge with red/white streamers at three points. ARCH_AM_2001_05

Large scale replica of “Think Again” cube (8 inch) ARCH_AM_2009_036 undated

Laundry bag from Stanford Laundry of Palo Alto “Where Device Care Prolong Wear” ARCH_AM_2001_36

Leaded glass window from Hoover House front door (plain glass). ARCH_AM_2002_10

Leather hat band: “Stanford 24” ARCH_AM_1999_014

Leather piece from Stanford Harness - black leather with brass “S” on both sides ARCH_AM_1995_31

Leather postcards (2): “Rah Rah Stanfords” ARCH_AM_00_061

Scope and Contents note

00-061.1 red leather with white S; postmarked 1903 00-061.2 brown leather with images of girl holding pennant; postmarked 1903
Leather postcards (12 of street scenes and athletics - 1907), sent to Myrtle Mabbott ARCH_AM_1982_14

Box 1

Leland Stanford, Jr. 24x16 cm image, 43x36 cm frame. Purple velvet with gold corners. Tinted image on ceramic. Signed by Fr. Jill Dresden. ARCH_AM_00_124

Box 1

Leland Stanford's pen and leather booklet for wiping it (entitled “Extracts from the pen of Senator Stanford”) ARCH_AM_2005_003

Scope and Contents note

2005-003.1 pen 2005-003.2 leather booklet

Box 1

Letter box that held correspondence of ASSU president Bruce Jessup ARCH_AM_1995_17

Box 1

Letter form Board of Trustees to Jane L. Stanford, (when trustees assume active care; states principals; no frame; 39x53 cm. ARCH_AM_00_082 June 5th, 1903

Box 1

Letter opener (5.25 in. long, silver) with University seal on handle. Still on original gift card; signed on reverse "From Garrett Elmore June 20, 1927" ARCH_AM_2009_002 1927

Box 1

Letter sweater, Driggs recorded as swimmer (went to Olympics in '28). red knit with white S. ARCH_AM_1980_16

Box 1

Letterman's sweater of Tyler F. Woodward, class of 1924 - gold sweater with red S and 3 red stars ARCH_AM_2005_035

Box 1

Library Perforator, 28x13x15 cm. heavy black metal, “Library Leland Stanford University” ARCH_AM_00_101 circa 1892

Box 1

License plate holder "All Right Now!" “Stanford ’80” - memento from 25th reunion of the Class of 1980 held in Fall of 2005. ARCH_AM_2005_037

Box 1

Lithograph- Horse "Palo Alto" ARCH_AM_00_358

Box 1

Lockets ARCH_AM_00_216

Scope and Contents note

00-216.1 Locket, gold, 1.5x1 cm, 1939 Senior Ball. 00-216.2 Locket, gold, 1.5x1 cm, 1939 Senior Ball. 00-216.3 Locket, gold, 1.5x1 cm, 1939 Senior Ball. 00-216.4 Locket, gold, 1.5x1 cm, 1939 Senior Ball.
Logo in metal: "VA varian" ARCH_AM_1999_009

Loose issues of early Daily Palo Alto for possible exhibit use, 1898-1916. ARCH_AM_2003_003

Scope and Contents note

Leland Stanford death memorial: white satin with fringe, on metal rod. "In Memory of Leland" ARCH_AM_1995_30


Mandolin and case. Case inscriptions (list of concerts) start in 1900 and end in 1902. Label inside mandolin: the New Washburn model 1897. Gourd-shaped body, mother of pearl inlay on neck. No strings; body badly cracked.
ARCH_AM_2007_008

Mandolin case, used by member of Mandolin club ARCH_AM_00_059

Map, framed colored. Stanford Campus, by Della Taylor ARCH_AM_00_352 1938

Map, framed colored. Stanford University, by Ed Farmer ARCH_AM_00_353 1934

Map, Lands of Stanford, lithograph, Hermann Brothers. ARCH_AM_00_354 1908

Marble from Art Museum; Plaster pieces showing original wall colors from Art Gallery; Wallpaper (fabric) from Art Gallery ARCH_AM_2005_029

Marble sculpture by William Couper of Jane L. Stanford's hands ARCH_AM_00_023

Marble square with image of new wing of Iris B. Gerald Cantor Center for Visual Arts with "thank you January 24, 1999" ARCH_AM_2000_021
Marshall ribbons from Commencement 2002 (2) ARCH_AM_2002_26

master's hood ARCH_AM_1982_10

Masters hood ARCH_AM_1982_11 1928

Masters hood, red inside, white border. 73x47 cm. ARCH_AM_1984_43

Matchbook: issued by Stanford Bank with slogan "Follow Stanford Sports" and image of Indian head headdress on front and 1971 football schedule inside ARCH_AM_2003_005

Matchbook: Souvenir of Stanford University ARCH_AM_2018_016 pre 1972

Scope and Contents

Long matchbook (12.75 x 2 inches) featuring campus scenes and Li'l Injun.

Matchbooks ARCH_AM_1984_52

Scope and Contents note

1. 45th class reunion June 3, 1972. 1927-1972 2. 1869 East-West R.R.

Mayfield Curtain. 22 advertisements of local businesses painted in oils by Otto Schroeder. The article states it is 24x12, but it is apparently 8x18 feet. ARCH_AM_2006_009

Medal awarded to H. T. Woodward, for 100 yard run, AAU ARCH_AM_00_056 1892

Medal awarded to LSJU by Ca. State Agric Society, for Jr. champion holstein bull. 1.75" diameter; silver metal ARCH_AM_00_025 1904

Medal awarded to LSJU by Ca. State Agric Society, for Grand champion holstein-fresian bull. 1.75" diameter; yellow metal ARCH_AM_00_026 1911

Medal in Blue Box. Box= 10x10x3cm. Medal= 7cm diam., re B O Railroad. ARCH_AM_00_217
Medal in box, 7 cm diam. Awarded to E.P. Cubberly, Butler Silver Medal. ARCH_AM_00_243 1915
box 1

Medal in box. Medal 7cm diam. Awarded to E.P. Cubberly by Columbia Univ. N.Y.C. ARCH_AM_00_242 1933
box 1

Medal in gray box. Medal 7.5cm diam. World's Columbian Exposition; given to John C. Branner. ARCH_AM_00_253
box 1

Medal in red box. 9x9x1 cm box, Louisiana Purchase Exhibition. ARCH_AM_00_212
box 1

Medal in red box. Box = 9x9x1cm, Universal Exposition, St. Louis. Awarded to J.C. Branner. ARCH_AM_00_213 1904
box 1

Medal in red box. Medal = 4cm, Panama Pacific International Expo. To Ellwood P. Cubberly. (Box 6x1 cm) ARCH_AM_00_241 1915
box 1

Medal on ribbon Place Card of Leland Stanford, at Presidential Inagural (Harrison). ARCH_AM_00_206 1889
box 1

Medal on ribbon, 2.8cm diam. “Romma Commvnis Patris,” in brown case 6x8x1 cm. ARCH_AM_00_219
box 1

Medal, 6x5cm. Profile of Napolean (?) ARCH_AM_00_214
box 1

Medal, J. H. Meyer, Le Exposition de Paris, 4.5 cm ARCH_AM_1984_48
box 1

Medal: 7.5cm. Daniel Webster in case. ARCH_AM_00_205
box 1

Medal: 7x4 cm. 11 September, SACRA Saecvlaria Celebrat ARCH_AM_00_204
box 1

Medals awarded to Quate ARCH_AM_2004_002

Scope and Contents note


box 1

Medals received by Prof. S. P. Timoshenko (13 awards; 16 medals) ARCH_AM_1979_02 1911-1962

Scope and Contents note

.1 Jourawski medal (1911) .2 Worcester Reed Warner medal (1935) (2 medals) .3 Benjamin Garver Lamme medal (1939) (2medals) .4 Louis Edward Levy medal (1944) .5 James Watt International medal (1947) (2 medals) .6 Trasenster medal

box 1

**Megaphone.** 23x48 cm diam. **Stanford Nebraska Rose Bowl. Red on top, white on bottom.** ARCH_AM_00_191 1941

box 1

**Megaphone.** 23 x 13 cm diameter. **“Charter House 'Desmond's' Five Los Angeles Stores”. Red on top, white on bottom.** ARCH_AM_2015_008 undated

**Memorabilia ARCH_AM_2017_002 circa 1940s-1990s**

box 1

**Sweaters, pins, decal**

Scope and Contents


box 2

**Pennants**

Scope and Contents


box 1

**Memorabilia - award and charm bracelet ARCH_AM_1995_11**

Scope and Contents note

1. "Gold Spike" awarded to Fred Glover in honor of fundraising activities, 1974 2.Charm bracelet Fred made for his wife: boxing gloves, PBK pin, boxing medals

box 1, box 2

**Memorabilia - buttons, pins, pennants, decal, sweaters ARCH_AM_2017_002**

Scope and Contents

box 1

Memorabilia - dance card and box ARCH_AM_1995_14 circa 1903

Scope and Contents note
1. Dance card/program for junior prom 3/27/1903 in shape of plug ugly hat (3 dimensional) 2. box that holds photographs of Stanford

box 1

Memorabilia - dance cards from Stanford C.S.C.'s Second Annual Coronation Ball. Red with white cord. 1948(2), t-shirts (2), and Stanford divix pages. ARCH_AM_2017_015 1948-1949

Scope and Contents
ARCH-AM-2017-015.01 Dance card (copy 1); ARCH-AM-2017-015.02 Dance Card (copy 2); White shirt with Li'l Injun in red ARCH-AM-2017-015.03; Red long sleeved shirt with Indian in white ARCH-AM-2017-015.04; 1948-1949 Stanford Divix pages ARCH-AM-2017-015.05

box 1

Memorabilia - football, trophies, awards, and his hat ARCH_AM_1994_04

Scope and Contents note

box 1

Memorabilia - tie and pennant ARCH_AM_1993_03

Scope and Contents note
1. Red tie with S. Indian painted on it 2. Red felt STANFORD pennant

box 1

Memorabilia from Farewell dinner to General Porfirio Diaz on his departure from New York, Union League Club, 24 April 1883 - notice of dinner and guest list (includes Hon. Leland Stanford) printed on silk, with fringed edges. Notice has painted vignettes. ARCH_AM_2004_017

box 1

Memorabilia from Muir and Burbank houses: sweatshirt with image of Sterling on back and “faculty associate” on front, awarded to graduating senior 1959; 3 mugs with image of Bufano's “Penguin” statue that used to sit between Muir and Burbank houses. See collection file for further notes ARCH_AM_2002_32

Scope and Contents note
2002-32.1 Sweatshirt 2002-32.2 Mug 2002-32.3 Mug 2002-32.4 Mug
box 1

Memorabilia from presidential inauguration of Benjamin Harrison 1889 ARCH_AM_2005_002

Scope and Contents note


box 1

Memorabilia: Buttons, reunion ID tags, Class of '51 address stamps, red feather, paper flag of Mexico ARCH_AM_2007_021

Scope and Contents note


box 1

Memorabilia: leather bookmark [triangular with U seal] and wooden box for Wilson’s chocolates [Wilson’s Chocolat Chunks. The Candy with a College Education. with image of front of Quad] ARCH_AM_2008_009

Scope and Contents note

2008-009.1 Leather bookmark 2008-009.2 Wilson's wooden box

box 1

Memorabilia: t-shirts, banners, sign ARCH_AM_1985_09

Scope and Contents note


box 1

Memorial Metal Pillow. 19X23X38 cm. In case. To Mrs. Stanford from locomotive engineers. In memory of Leland Sr. ARCH_AM_00_186

box 1

Menu from the dinner given by Mrs. Leland Stanford in Honolulu to resident graduates of LSJU, April 28, 1902 - printed on red silk (3 items) ARCH_AM_2004_021
Menu printed on silk from dinner at Union League Club, April 21, 1883. Menu is on larger banner with 'Hon. Leland Stanford” written on bottom portion ARCH_AM_2004_019

box 1

**Messonier oil studies (3)** ARCH_AM_1981_09

box 1

**metal and porcelain wreaths from the Mausoleum** ARCH_AM_1998_013

Scope and Contents note

013.1 cross with flowers (smaller) 013.2 cross with flowers (larger) 013.3 round wreath with flowers 013.4 oval wreath, leaves only 013.5 wooden cross, no flowers or decoration; envelope with loose pieces

box 1

**Metal Cable, 1" section (copper)** ARCH_AM_1985_10

box 1

**Metal cup, 8.4 cm high, “Souvenir of Stanford University” with images of outer quadrangle, Memorial Church, Memorial Arch, quadrangle from arcade, Palo Alto tree. On underside: made in Germany for H. W. Simkins, Palo Alto, Calif.** ARCH_AM_1999_016

box 1

**Metal lath for plaster walls in Main Quad and assumed original light fixture taken from arcade** ARCH_AM_2005_033

box 1

**Metal letters “H-E-N-R-Y” from J. Henry Meyer Memorial Library** ARCH_AM_2017_019 circa 1965-1966

box 1

**metal mold for making glass globes used in Quad Arcades** ARCH_AM_2000_040

box 1

**Metal mold used to produce glass shades for replica lamps in Bldg. 30 (replica of 1890’s lights used in quad bldgs). Very heavy item** ARCH_AM_1997_002

box 1

**Metal part for the Albion printing press** ARCH_AM_2009_037 circa 1860

box 1

**Metal plaque mounted on wooden shield, 41X42 cm. Stanford shield.** ARCH_AM_00_149

box 1

**metal plaque of the Stanford Flying Club [exact usage unknown]: university seal (with German motto) with Flying Club logo over the tree** ARCH_AM_2002_38

box 1

**Metal plaque: Dohrmann Grove / In Memory of Emilie Elizabeth Dohrmann / 1879-1966** ARCH_AM_2001_21

box 1

**Metal plaque: univ. seal (Die Luft) made to be mounted (on wall?)** ARCH_AM_1980_14

box 1
Box 1

Metal sign, red, with STANFORD in white letters and Li'I Injun head ARCH_AM_2000_002

Box 1

Metal Sign: "David Starr Jordan reading address. Dedication of SU" ARCH_AM_00_158 1891 Oct 1

Box 1

Metal Sign. 18X5 cm. "Martin Kellogg, Pres. State University reading address. Dedication of SU." ARCH_AM_00_156 1891 Oct 1

Box 1

Metal Sign. 5X20 cm. "Judge James M. McShafter reading address, Dedication of SU." ARCH_AM_00_157 1891 Oct 1

Box 1

Metal tools (3) used in constructing Quad balusters 2002 (or 2001?) ARCH_AM_2002_29

Scope and Contents note

Box 1 contains 2 tools (rectangular ones); Box 2 contains 1 tool (curved edge one)

Box 1

Metal tray, with Memorial Church scene ARCH_AM_2018_026

Box 1

Metal version of seal (presidential?) used in commencement activities; made by company that did new commencement stage (2000) ARCH_AM_2000_023

Box 1

Model Caterpillar tractor with dedication plaque ARCH_AM_2019_001 1955 Aug 2

Scope and Contents

A model of the tractor which broke ground for Florence Moore Hall at Stanford University, given to Florence H. Moore and Robert S. Moore, whose donations funded construction of Florence Moore Hall (FloMo) and Robert S. Moore Hall (RoMo).

Box 1

Model - Demolished Encina Gym, ca. 2003 (includes Bakewell Building which was not demolished) ARCH_AM_2005_032

Box 1

Model - Demolished Stanford Stadium ARCH_AM_2018_005 before 2005

Box 1

Monogramed silver coffee pot (8.75" tall) and tray (14" diameter). Both have stamp on bottom of "G M Co" with symbol of an anchor in a shield ARCH_AM_1998_014

Scope and Contents note

98-014.1 coffee pot 98-014.2 tray
Mortarboard ARCH_AM_2018_012

Scope and Contents

Cap belonged to Richard Hugo Gatchell, AB History 1948

box 1

Mortarboard with 2 "78" tassels ARCH_AM_2017_005 1978

box 1

Mortarboards (1 black, 1 grey) with note ARCH_AM_00_057 circa 1894

Scope and Contents note

Grey mortar board Black mortar board; initials E.B.M. on inside of cap

box 1

Mosaic chunks from Memorial Church, 1906 Printing plates for Memorial Church ARCH_AM_1991_098

box 1

Mosaic piece from rubble of Memorial Church after the 1906 earthquake - half in blue pieces; other half is part of a red circle with green interior and gold background [6.5 in. point to point] ARCH_AM_2005_042 1906

box 1

Mosaic piece from Memorial Church, after 1906 earthquake damage [8 x 6 in.; design includes gold half-circle with blue interior from which lines of blue, gold, red and green pieces radiate; below the half-circle are red, white, and brown pieces] ARCH_AM_00_046 1906

box 1

Mosaic piece from Memorial Church, gold bkg. 25x53x2 cm. ARCH_AM_00_316

box 1

Mosaic pieces from rubble of Memorial Church after the 1906 earthquake ARCH_AM_2013_002 1906

Physical Description: 2 item(s)

Physical Description: (1 box)

box 1

nail taken from Bldg 1 in the Quad when the entry way was remodeled (ca. 1975). Nail is square and 2.5 inches long; note by Royden included. ARCH_AM_1998_010

box 1

nail, old, iron 4 X 2 cm. ARCH_AM_00_144

box 1

Nail: old iron, 15 X 2 cm. ARCH_AM_00_143

Name tags, class of ‘62 reunion. White with red logo. ARCH_AM_1984_39

Napkin, "Stanford 1891-1941": occasion unknown ARCH_AM_1994_14

Necktie, Stanford Indian ARCH_AM_2018_009

Scope and Contents

Stanford Indian hand painted in white on red necktie.

New Student Orientation button: "Welcome! Stanford 2000" ARCH_AM_2000_024

Scope and Contents note

5 copies of one button

Number skipped. No item with this number. ARCH_AM_00_130_09

Object of wood, 25cm long, fish hads(?) carved on bottom (DSJ related?) ARCH_AM_00_147

Oil colored photographs of Memorial Church interior; Bear Photo No. 904 and 910, framed [image post-1906 but items bears no date] ARCH_AM_2005_045

Scope and Contents note

2005-045.1 No. 910 Interior of Church 2005-045.2 No. 904 Facade of Church thru arcade arch

Oil painting (20x26 in.) possibly of child; very dirty and stained ARCH_AM_2008_016

Oil painting of Felix Bloch by Daniel Mendelowitz (framed) ARCH_AM_2010_002 1946

Oil painting of Wilred H. Stone by Daniel Mendelowitz, 1963; framed. See collection file for more information on creation of the painting. ARCH_AM_2000_035
oil painting on canvas, probably of Mary Yost (n.d.) 16 x 21 inches; unframed ARCH_AM_1998_009

box 1

Oil painting, sailing ship, painted by Leland Jr. ARCH_AM_00_072

box 1

Oil Painting, Stanford's Residences east and west. 29x46 cm. ARCH_AM_00_100

box 1

Oil Painting: 53x67 cm. of man with mustache, Artist's initials; B.H.W., S/F/gold frame; 91x79 cm. ARCH_AM_00_077

box 1

Oil Painting: 66x53, portrait of woman signed; Duesbury Wolfe, gold frame - 91x79 cm ARCH_AM_00_076

box 1

Oil portrait of J. E. W. Sterling ARCH_AM_2004_007

box 1

Oil Portrait, Thomas S. Barclay. ARCH_AM_00_334

box 1

Oil sketch for final presidential portrait of R. W. Lyman ARCH_AM_2003_007

box 1

Oil Sketch, Jordon, David Starr by Xavier Martinez 1917. o.d. 53x46 cm. ARCH_AM_00_079

box 1

On the President's Review of the War-Fleets peacefully anchored in New York Harbour, April 27th, 1893 - poem by Patrick M. King, printed on silk ARCH_AM_2004_018

box 1

One of original 12 Board of Trustees chairs - wooden, high back, leather upholstered. ARCH_AM_1997_015

box 1

One pair of plaster hands, casted, of David Starr Jordan ARCH_AM_00_001

box 1

One pin, one ring, and miniature mallet ARCH_AM_00_041

Scope and Contents note
041.1 broken rifle pin 041.2 ring with hand in peace sign (damaged) 041.3 miniature mallet

box 1

Opera glasses holder (?) ARCH_AM_1992_07

box 1

Order of the Baluster presented to Jim Triolo July 2, 1960 [An original stair baluster from Encina with 4 text plaques attached, one of which lists his colleagues - Lyle Cook, Ken Cuthbertson, Dave Jacobxon, Daryl Pearson, Joe Ruetz and others] ARCH_AM_2006_025
Orientation buttons (6 copies) - “Welcome! 2001 Stanford Orientation” ARCH_AM_2001_19

Orientation buttons 2007 [no date on button]: I [heart] Freshmen; I [heart] Transfers; and I [heart] Freshmen Transfers (7 buttons in all) ARCH_AM_2008_005


Scope and Contents note

Orientation gift box labeled “good stuff The Student Sampler” with “female” in the lower right corner - contained toiletries, laundry soap, etc. (1977) ARCH_AM_2001_16

Original bindings for 2 volumes of the Jane L. Stanford letters [letters removed 1998] ARCH_AM_2009_009 no date

Original copper box used for the time capsule buried in building 160 in 1898. ARCH_AM_2002_027

Original gas valve from boiler at Meyer Buck estate (failed and removed in 1982) ARCH_AM_1997_025

Original linoleum flooring in dorm rooms, Toyon Hall ARCH_AM_2002_03

Original mortar from Quad balusters and balustrade (no date given) ARCH_AM_2009_023 undated

Scope and Contents note
1 envelope of mortar pieces

Original stair balusters from Encina (blown out by the fire-hose prank) that were used as “Order of the Baluster” awards to fund-raisers ARCH_AM_2001_35

Scope and Contents note
35.1 awarded to Charles W. Getchell, Jr., 1959 Stanford Fund 35.2 awarded to Charles W. Getchell, Jr., 1961 Stanford Fund 35.3 awarded to Joseph D. Cusick, 1963/64 Stanford Fund 35.4 awarded to Joseph D. Cusick, 1964/65 Stanford Fund
Objects

**Apports ARCH_AM_00_359**

**Original Stanford colors, framed.** ARCH_AM_00_351

- box 1

*Originally: Assorted items (hats, cans, papers) found under the Drell House and others that were moved in the Spring of 2006 (to make way for the Munger dorms)* ARCH_AM_2006_015

Scope and Contents note

- Items retained: 2 wooden hangers from PA cleaners; bills, checks, and photos of Daniel Drell; Ruth Sterne's German I test; 2 letters and 1 card

- box 1

**Ornate Gold Frame, o.d. 96x86 cm., red velvet mount (no picture)** ARCH_AM_00_087

- box 1

*OS reproductions of images of the frieze from the Memorial Arch used in a mock-up of the Arch created in the Art Dept. (5 boards)* ARCH_AM_2006_011

- box 1

**OSOC tshirt ("Who runs Stanford?" "WE DO! OSOC" and buttons, red letters on white: O S O C** ARCH_AM_1981_13

Scope and Contents note

- 81-13.1 tshirt 81-13.2 Lapel button (5)

- box 1

**Oxford Hood and mortar board of Dr. Charles Gardner, chaplain** ARCH_AM_1983_10

- box 1

**Paddle board** ARCH_AM_00_031

- box 1

**Paddleboard, F. E. Terman's "F.E. Turman, TC 9" carved in it. 10 x 56 x 2 cm.** ARCH_AM_1984_55

- box 1

**Paint samples from various external and internal walls of The Knoll** ARCH_AM_2005_039

- box 1

**Painting of David Starr Jordan by R. C. Medel on a large shell with bamboo holder** ARCH_AM_1993_15 1947 Mar 21

- box 1

**Painting on glass of library with Hoover Tower in background** ARCH_AM_1991_108

- box 1

**Painting, framed, glass, Horse by E. Wythen Back. v. 1870. frame 72x87 cm, image 42x55 cm.** ARCH_AM_00_286

- box 1

**Painting, Oil in frame (no glass) 38X29cm. To jane from Mrs. Stanford, a scene.** ARCH_AM_00_179

- box 1
Paintings on wood by E. Messonier ARCH_AM_1985_001

Scope and Contents note

85-01.1 framed, glass, man; dog; hands with guns 85-01.2 Framed, caiss, foot soldier 85-01.3 framed, glass, Head of Horse

box 1

Pair of flip-flops: red with STANFORD '78 on straps and with tree holding the axe on bottom ARCH_AM_2005_017

box 1

Pants, Football(?). 74X36 cm. White canvas with red canvas belt. Padded partially over hips and at knees. ARCH_AM_00_132

box 1

Pants, Football(?). 81X40 cm. Brown, khaki, padded, soiled, and torn. ARCH_AM_00_134

box 1

Pants, Football(?). 76X38cm. Heavily padded, patched and soiled. ARCH_AM_00_135

box 1

Paper fan from "Lizzie Borden on Trial" - event held during installation of Barbara Babcock as Crown Professor, Law School ARCH_AM_1997_018 9/16/1997

box 1

Paper fan from 115th convocation [2005] with program and text for Hail, Stanford, Hail on reverse ARCH_AM_2009_001 2005

box 1

Paper visors used at the 1984 commencement at Sunken Diamond, "I survived the Sunken Diamond" (7) ARCH_AM_1984_14

box 1

Patterns (7) for the medallions on the Stanford Family Statue. [Round patterns about 10" diameter mounted on wooden boards, 14 x 23 inches.] ARCH_AM_2001_22

box 1

Pencil and Ink Sketch by Leland Jr., 30X51 cm.; wood frame - o.d. 53x74 cm. "Christmas Gift to my dear Mama from Leland",) ct 25, 1875. ARCH_AM_00_083

box 1

Pennant, 8x23 inches long; red felt with "Stanford" in white lettering and Li'I Injun face. ARCH_AM_2017_009

box 1

Pennant, 14 x 30 inches long; red felt w/ white printed letters "Stanford" and LSJU seal. ARCH_AM_2014_008

box 1

Pennant, 14 3/4" long; red felt w/ white printed letters "Stanford" and LSJU seal; white trim at wide end. ARCH_AM_1982_07

box 1

Pennant, with letter of explanation ARCH_AM_00_040
Pennant. 12x30 in. Red, with white lettering. "Stanford" cartoon, Indian Holding stadium ARCH_AM_1984_01

Pennant. 12x30 in. Red, with white lettering. "Stanford" cartoon, Indian Holding stadium ARCH_AM_2015_013

Pennant. 12x30 in. Rose Bowl. ARCH_AM_2014_014_3 2014 Jan 1

Scope and Contents

Stanford football helmet and rose in foreground with football field in background.

Box 1

Pennants. 12x30 in. (2) Accession ARCH_2019_008

Scope and Contents


Box 1

Pennants, armband, and silk letter S ARCH_AM_2007_024

Scope and Contents note

2007-024.1 Red felt pennant, STANFORD in white felt 2007-024.2 Red felt pennant, with Indian head and STANFORD in white 2007-024.3 Red felt armband with S in white felt 2007-024.4 scrap of red silk with white S in center

Box 1

Personal mementoes of Harris J. Ryan ARCH_AM_2010_006 1887-1927

Scope and Contents note

2010-006.1 Thomas Alva Edison Award from the American Institute of Electrical Engineers 1925 2010-006.2 Engineers Club San Francisco Honorary Member [silver?] club card with case made from ostrich skin 1927 2010-006.3 Badge of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers (first one adopted) ca. 1890 2010-006.4 Engineering tool with case 2010-006.5 Engineering tool with case 2010-006.6 Badge: Judge Columbian Exhibition 1893 2010-006.7 AIEE badge: on reverse President 1923-1924 2010-006.8 Tiffany case holding 3 badges (pins) from fraternal organizations

Box 1

Pewter Mug inscribed with several names (1907-1939): possibly football item ARCH_AM_1991_093

Box 1

PhD acad. hood - Earth Sciences: blue velvet with terra cotta satin lining ARCH_AM_1995_29

Box 1

Photograph, Framed. 55X48 cm. B ARCH_AM_00_161
Photo collage and crew patch from fight of the Space Shuttle Discovery. Ellen Ochoa (Ph.D. 1985) was in the crew. Includes image of Ochoa with Stanford pennant. ARCH_AM_2000_039 May 27-June 6, 1999

box 1

Photo frame (art nouveau) metal; with photo of Jesse Thomson, ’06 ARCH_AM_1980_23

box 1

Photo of five S. U. golf team members from GOLF DIGEST 1995 - laminated on board ARCH_AM_1996_13

box 1

Photo portraits of Leland Stanford, Leland Stanford Jr., and Jane (from trip to Japan) in elaborate frames behind glass. Intended for a “Stanford Room” at the clinic. All appear to be original prints, not copy prints. ARCH_AM_2001_14

Scope and Contents note

2001-14.1 Leland Stanford [small portion of the gold interior frame has broken off] 2001-14.2 Leland Stanford, Jr. 2001-14.3 Jane Stanford in Japan

box 1

Photo- front view Quad ARCH_AM_00_356 circa 1905

box 1

Photo, framed. Govenors Lane. ARCH_AM_00_355

box 1

Photo; Leland Stanford, Jr. 14X9 cm image, 18X13 cm frame, gold. B ARCH_AM_00_122

box 1

Photo; Leland Stanford, Jr. 13X19 cm image 18X13cm. Frame. Image on ceramic curved surface. Gold frame. ARCH_AM_00_120

box 1

Photograph, Leland Stanford, Jr. 188(?). 18x8 cm. B ARCH_AM_00_116

box 1

Photograph (Unframed) Oval, 36X28 cm. Leland Stanford, Sr. B ARCH_AM_00_177

box 1

Photograph [actually a pen ink drawing on watercolor paper]; framed, glass, BW; Front View Memorial Church, signed Fermin Rocker. frame 52x53 cm, image 31x46 cm. UNFRAMED, NOW CLASSED AS PRINT 305 ARCH_AM_00_284

box 1

Photograph and Map, framed, glass. Palo Alto and town of LS Jr. Univ. old scenes of quad/ frame 124x95cm, image 97x67cm. ARCH_AM_00_331

box 1-2

Photograph frames, 3D ARCH_AM_2018_003 circa 2016

Scope and Contents

2018-003.1 - Hoover Tower (Box 1); 2018-003.2 - Quad (Box 2), 2018-003.3 - Arches with library and engineering images (on display in Field Reading Room).
Objects Apports ARCH_AM_00_359

Photograph of man on wooden stretcher, B ARCH_AM_00_181

Photograph of two women. 20X11 cm frame. Oval, gold, opens up. B ARCH_AM_00_126

Photograph on cloth, mounted on wood of Pres. Benjamin Harrison. Photo 15x10cm, mount = 27x19x2cm ARCH_AM_00_207

Photograph, framed, glass. Leland Stanford Sr. Signed Bradley Ruijatson. frame 103x92, image78x67. (while Gov. of Ca.) ARCH_AM_00_320

Photograph, Aerial View of Stanford, 135x86 cm. B ARCH_AM_00_102

Photograph, Aerial view of Stanford, 24x68 cm., B ARCH_AM_00_103

Photograph, Aerial view of Stanford, 66x76 cm. B ARCH_AM_00_104

Photograph, B ARCH_AM_00_168

Photograph, B ARCH_AM_00_075

Photograph, Football players of 1890's. 36x180cm. ARCH_AM_00_330

Photograph, framed glass. 3 7X47 cm. B ARCH_AM_00_167

Photograph, framed, glass- Quad, oblique front viw, pre-1906. Frame 13x31 cm. Image 8x26 cm. ARCH_AM_00_264

Photograph, framed, glass, Memorial Church pre 1906, front view, BW. frame 41x33 cm, image 34x26 cm. ARCH_AM_00_276

Photograph, framed, of Edgar F. Smith, provost, 1925 [frame 48x58 cm; photo 38x50 cm] ARCH_AM_00_152

Photograph, Framed. 33X36 cm. B ARCH_AM_00_173
Photograph, Framed. 52X42 cm. B ARCH_AM_00_163
box 1

Photograph, Framed. 52X45 cm. B ARCH_AM_00_164
box 1

Photograph, Framed. 52X45 cm. glass. B ARCH_AM_00_162
box 1

Photograph, Framed. 53X60 cm. B ARCH_AM_00_159
box 1

Photograph, Framed. 59X70 cm with glass tinted photo of Jane Stanford, 26X39cm. Purple and gold matting. ARCH_AM_00_165
box 1

Photograph, Leland Stanford Sr. and Jane. 14x9 cm. (two. In double picture frame. elaborate gold frame, doors cover photo.) ARCH_AM_00_117
box 1

Photograph, man with beard, 33x33 cm. photo, 44x44 cm. framed under glass. Initials “G.T.T.” on photo. ARCH_AM_00_112
box 1

Photograph, sepia, framed, glass; Musical group, men students in tuxedos with instruments, early 1900's. frame 48x58 cm, image 32x42 cm. ARCH_AM_00_307
box 1

Photograph, sophomore tie-up, 1921, 20x69 cm. B ARCH_AM_00_111
box 1

Photograph, Stanford Baseball Team, 1922, 16x64 cm., framed under glass, “Stanford vs. Braves” ARCH_AM_00_110
box 1

Photograph, Stanford Baseball Team, 1922; 16x64 cm., framed under glass, B ARCH_AM_00_109
box 1

Photograph, Stanford Quad /?pre 1906, 25x43 cm.; 37x56 cm. frame. Front view of memorial gate and Quad. ARCH_AM_00_114
box 1

Photograph; BW, on Stretcher; Vina Ranch-- dwelling at Headquarters. 64x76 cm. ARCH_AM_00_321
box 1

Photograph; framed, 2 tennis players. Sis Larkin. Photo by Hans Roth. c. 1940’s. frame 50x40cm, image 26x33 cm. UNFRAMED AND ADDED TO OVERSIZE GP IMAGES ARCH_AM_00_325
box 1

Photograph; framed, BW, Quad and Hoover Tower, Aerial view. frame 64x72cm, image 44x55 cm. ARCH_AM_00_283
box 1
Photograph; framed, BW. Dr. B.C. Blodgirl. Univ. organist; 1904-1907, frame 43x29 cm, image 26x15 cm.  ARCH_AM_00_270

Photograph; framed, glass, BW sepia. Jane Stanford, standing, 3/4 portrait. frame 53x35 cm, image 53 x 34.  ARCH_AM_00_285

Photograph; framed, glass, BW, oval matt. David Jacks (1822-1909). frame 62x50 cm, image 45x34 cm.  ARCH_AM_00_304

Photograph; framed, glass, BW; Dr. J.M. Matyke (Faculty). frame 61x42, image 26x32 cm.  ARCH_AM_00_308

Photograph; framed, glass, BW; faculty on Quad. 1914. image 16x85 cm.  ARCH_AM_00_292

Photograph; framed, glass, BW; faculty on Quad. 1914. image 16x85cm.  ARCH_AM_00_293

Photograph; framed, glass, BW; Mother of Mrs. David Jacks; Mrs. Frederica Romie nee Maria Magdealana Frohn. Signed C. Porsch. frame 65x51 (gold), image 56x42 cm.  ARCH_AM_00_305

Photograph; framed, glass, BW; Students in Academic gowns on inner Quad, c. 1900’s. frame 28x44, image 25x40 cm.  ARCH_AM_00_302

Photograph; framed, glass, BW. “twin redwood trees in 1883. San Francisco Creek, country line-- Menlo Park and Palo Alto. frame 51x38 cm, image 49x36 cm.  ARCH_AM_00_303

Photograph; framed, glass, BW. David Starr Jordan, profile. frame 54x23, image 33x24 cm.  ARCH_AM_00_288

Photograph; framed, glass, BW. Leland Stanford’s home, Palo Alto, 1905-. frame 40x49 cm, image 24x33 cm.  ARCH_AM_00_287

Photograph; framed, glass, front view Quad pre 1906, oblique, sepia. frame 55x97 cm, image 45x88 cm.  ARCH_AM_00_281

Photograph; framed, glass, sepia, Twin Redwood Tress, San Francisquito Creek and Menlo Park. frame 56x43 cm, image 51x38 cm.  ARCH_AM_00_282

Photograph; framed, glass, sepia; View of Quad from front, pre 1906. frame 74x38cm, image 21x17cm.  ARCH_AM_00_299
Photograph; framed, glass, sepia. Football Team, Class of 1895. frame 57x63, image 26x32 cm. ARCH_AM_00_309

box 1

Photograph; framed, glass, sepia. Psychology Dept. April 18, 1906. View of earthquake damage. Quad bldg. frame 47x39 cm, image ?. ARCH_AM_00_300

box 1

Photograph; framed, glass, tinted. Golden Spike Ceremony. frame 68x90, image 38x71 cm. ARCH_AM_00_326

box 1

Photograph; framed, glass. Student group, circa 1900's. frame 16x65, image 28x48 cm. ARCH_AM_00_291

box 1

Photograph; tinted, framed, glass. Golden Spike Ceremony. frame 69x88 cm, image 47x67. ARCH_AM_00_322

box 1

Photograph: framed; 61x47x5 cm. B ARCH_AM_00_153

box 1

Photograph. Leland Stanford, Jr. 14 X 9 cm photo. 25 X 20 cm frame under glass- Purple frame. L.S. Jr. with derby hat cane in left hand. ARCH_AM_00_119

box 1

Photograph. Leland Stanford, Jr. 13X9 cm 18X13 cm frame. On convex surface. Fold Frame, no glass. Straight head portrait. ARCH_AM_00_121

box 1

Photograph. Man with beard and lady. 29X24 cm image; 43X37 cm frame. Oval on ceramic surface, by “Fr. Jull Dresden” ARCH_AM_00_123

box 1

Photographs, framed, Delta Gamma (BW Glass) members 1914-1915. frame 36x48, individual photos 10x8cm. ARCH_AM_00_328

box 1

Picture frame (only) 42X49 cm. Gold leaf painted on frame, 4 cm wide. ARCH_AM_00_176

box 1

Picture frame (only), gold leaf (33 x 26 cm). Note re American Chapel in Paris where Leland jr. reposed. ARCH_AM_00_175

box 1

Picture Frame 50X60 cm gold edge and purple liner. ARCH_AM_00_166

box 1

Piece of ’95 oak (slice) with engraving “Ninety-Five Oak” ARCH_AM_00_038

box 1

Piece of mosaic from Mem. Church. 14 x 5.5 x 4.5 cm. Green and gold pieces. ARCH_AM_1984_54

box 1
Piece of mosaic from Memorial Church ('06 debris). Found by Lyman children on campus (where current SCRA pool is). [gold and purple pieces, 3.5 in. square] ARCH_AM_2003_006

box 1

Piece of mosaic from Memorial Church, collected after the 1906 earthquake by Arthur E. Bessey - red, blue and gold mosaic pieces ARCH_AM_2005_036

box 1

Piece of mosaic from Memorial Church, fallen in 1906 earthquake and picked up by Ed Naldrett ARCH_AM_2005_040

Scope and Contents note

gold pieces, some in form of arch, with blue pieces below arch. 5 x 2.5 inches and 2.5 inches thick

box 1

piece of mosaic from Memorial Church, pieces arranged in “stripes” - gold, blue, bold, red, gold, gold [6.5 in at widest] ARCH_AM_2007_019

box 1

Piece of the Matterhorn, obtained by David Starr Jordan on his ascent of the mountain; class case 7 x 5 x 5 inches ARCH_AM_00_028

box 1

Pieces from Church mosaic ARCH_AM_1996_11

Scope and Contents note

96-11.1 Mosaic piece 28 x 23 cm 96-11.2 Mosaic piece, related to 11.1, 31 x 32 cm

box 1

Pieces of original tile work from base of the Angel of Grief statue and plaster cast for the outstretched arm of the statue ARCH_AM_00_030

Scope and Contents note

2000-030.1 original tile (2 chunks) 2000-030.2 Cast of arm

box 1

Pin (3 in. diameter) - “Once an Indian Always an Indian” ARCH_AM_1992_13

box 1


box 1

Pin and cap from Stanford Bookstore, Big Game (ARCH-AM-1997-019.1 ARCH-AM-1997-019.2) ARCH_AM_1997_019_1 & ARCH_AM_1997_019_2

box 1

Pin, “Rose Bowl Game presented by Northwestern Mutual 01.01.16” with Rose and Iowa/Stanford Helmets) ARCH_AM_2017_010

Guide to the Stanford University Objects Collection SC1048SC1048
Objects

Apports ARCH_AM_00_359

---

**Pin: Yosemite Winter Club, in the shape of a ski. "V.W. R." on the reverse (maker?). Possibly brass; gold-toned in color** ARCH_AM_2008_010

---

**Pins (2) owned by Fred Ludeke (class of 1924)** ARCH_AM_2005_015

Scope and Contents note

2005-015.1 Axe Committee pin 2005-015.2 Skull and Snakes pin

---

**Pins (2) owned by Esther A. Lewis (class of 1936)**

Physical Description: 2 item(s)

Scope and Contents


---


Scope and Contents note

2009-035.1 "Haas Center For Public Service Stanford" Pint Glass 2009-035.2 “Stanford Centennial Thanks You!” Mug 2009-035.3 “Stanford Red Barn” Mug

---

**Plaque "Leland Stanford Junior University"** ARCH_AM_1978_01

---

**Plaque (brass?) in honor of Leonard Daniels Ellis, class of 1934, specifically in honor of the perpetual scholarship set up by his parents Mr. Mrs. Leonard A. Ellis. Ellis died on July 31, 1933. 2.75 x 4 in.** ARCH_AM_2007_029

---

**Plaque for 3 scholarship donations to S.U. for "Most Valuable Player" awards in 3 football games 1994 (Brian Manning, Steve Stenstrom, Anthony Bookman)** ARCH_AM_2001_28

---

**Plaque honoring Orrin Leslie Elliot** ARCH_AM_00_024

---

**Plaque honoring Robert Edouard Pellissier (WWI)** ARCH_AM_00_006

---

**Plaque honoring Stanford Ambulance Corps, Robert Edouard Pellissier** ARCH_AM_00_030

---

Guide to the Stanford University
Objects Collection SC1048SC1048

SC1048 64
Plaque honoring W. Herrman G. Ross ARCH_AM_00_029

Plaque of photographs of the earth and Space Shuttle, U.S. flag and patch, flown on Challenger. ARCH_AM_1984_18

Plaque on Football team 1992 PAC-10 co-champions and 1993 Blockbuster Bowl Champions, includes photo of team ARCH_AM_2001_29

Plaque, “Presented to Stanford University in Appreciation for cooperation... Inter-American Defense College, May 12, 1982.” ARCH_AM_1984_07

Plaque, Metal on wood. 69X56 cm. National ROTC rifle Match, 1956. 3rd place to stanford Team ARCH_AM_00_189

Plaque, relief, metal of David Starr Jordan, profile. 42x30 cm. ARCH_AM_00_310

Plaque: in honor of Howie Dallmar on 1988 induction to S.U. Sports Hall of Fame ARCH_AM_1995_02


Plaque: Monterey Rugby Tournament. 1st Place 1965 Carmel California Stanford University. Wooden base. ARCH_AM_2006_035


Physical Description: 1 item(s)


Plaster bas relief of Arthur Schawlow by Jennifer Clinton [or possibly Hinton], mounted on black plastic. From Laser Inst. Am - medal, 1985 ARCH_AM_2006_023

Box 1
Plaster chunks showing original wall color in Knoll’s entry lobby ARCH_AM_2005_028
box 1

Plaster Relief of Luther Burbank. 22x15x1cm. Profile, white. ARCH_AM_00_249
box 1

Plaster wall pieces from Encina basement (south) showing paint colors ARCH_AM_1997_024
box 1

Plastic Box with ticker-tape style invitation cellophane strips ARCH_AM_1994_03
box 1

Plastic decal of Li’l Injun caricature by Jack Dixon ARCH_AM_2002_39
box 1

Football (plastic): Stanford Rose Bowl ARCH_AM_2014_014_1 2014

Scope and Contents

Approx. 6" long: “Stanford Football The 100th Rose Bowl Game” with Stanford “S” logo
box 1

Hardhat with label “Final Salute to Stanford Stadium November 26, 2005” - memento given out at game ARCH_AM_2005_044

Scope and Contents note

2 additional hats (gift of Dick and Sue Blois) added 9/28/07
box 1

Paper weight: Distaff Club silver anniversary ARCH_AM_1992_02 1976
box 1

Plastic relief rendition of the arcade and quadrangle, painted yellow and brown, 10x6.5 ARCH_AM_1983_12
box 1

Paperweight: Stanford PACE Program ARCH_AM_2016_008

Physical Description: Sandstone paperweight with copper relief including Stanford seal and: “for service to Stanford 1961-1964”

Plug Ugly Class of 1907. Decorations: Mining Equipment, Surveyor and Co-ed, Cowboy Roping Cattle. Signed by several students. ARCH_AM_2014_007
box 1

Plug Ugly [class of 1910]. Elaborately painted with coed on top, LSJU seal on front ARCH_AM_1981_12 1909
box 1
Plug Ugly Class of 1911. Decorations: chemist saying Eureka! on top; Stanford seal, 1911 Chem Geol, and Encina Club around sides; Stanford eleven Wah Whoo S.U. on upper edge of brim. Removable metal band inside hat
ARCH_AM_2005_011

box 1

Plug Ugly Class of 1911. Decorations: Block S on top; rowing scene, Encina image and “LAW” around sides; Stanford Eleven..Wah Whoo S.U. on upper edge of brim. ARCH_AM_2017_003

box 1

Plug Ugly Class of 1912. Decorations: arcade arches on top; University seal, student surveyor, Encina Club along sides; Stanford Stanford 12 Hurrah! Hurrool 1-9-1-2 on upper edge of brim. Removable metal band inside hat
ARCH_AM_2005_012

box 1

Plug Ugly class of 1913. Decorated with shield of Aeronautical Reserve (189 N.Y.) on top; ME, a cat, an airplane around sides; string of female figures [similar to cut-out dolls] along the upperside of brim; Stanford University 1913 on underside of brim; John Heath on inside of hat ARCH_AM_2005_010

box 1

Plug Ugly hat (soft): '09 on top; zoology and Encina on sides; red ribbon trim ARCH_AM_1993_11

box 1

Plug ugly hat. Birge M. Clark, 1914 on top, quad image on side, “Graphic Art” person painting on front and back ARCH_AM_1993_007

box 1

Plug Ugly with “S” on one side and “05” on the other; red hat band with red feather. Button: rose superimposed over S, with red and white ribbons [probably of much later date than the Plug Ugly] ARCH_AM_2002_13

box 1

Plug Ugly with drawings of locomotive engine with 00 on front, bag of coins, teller’s window, Quad scene on top. “Frank Adams” written on inside.[Has drawings, but not much paint] ARCH_AM_2001_02

box 1

Plug Ugly ARCH_AM_1994_08

Box 1

Plug Ugly, decorated with the letters “EE” surrounded by lightning bolts on the crown shape, and a woman’s head in profile on the crown Accession ARCH_AM_2019_004

box 1

Plugs ARCH_AM_00_074 1901,1905,1909,1910,1913

box 1

Pocket watch presented to DSJ on 60th birthday (1-19-11) by pioneer faculty, chain originally DSJ, with PhiBetaKappa Key, Cornell ’72. ARCH_AM_1980_08

box 1

Pocket watch won by Errol Campbell, ’14, at the July 4 celebration at Schenley Park, for the 220 yards open. ARCH_AM_1984_05

box 1

Political buttons for Eisenhower, Wilkie, and Humanity Legion Aid to China 1941

ARCH_AM_2004_025
Scope and Contents note

025.1 "I Like Ike" 025.2 Wilkie volunteers (3 items); 025.3 Win with Wilkie (2 items); 025.4 Wilkie Contributor; 025.5
Humanity Legion Aid to China California Rice Bowl Party 1941; 025.6 American flag (no text)

box 1

Polo shirt (navy blue) with "Cap and Gown" on left side and image of mortar board ARCH_AM_2008_019

box 1

portion of a t-shirt framed in plastic box: "OUT ON THE FARM gay and lesbian alliance at stanford" with line drawing of
Segal statue. Red fabric with white letters ARCH_AM_00_014

box 1

Portrait of Anna Maria Lathrop ARCH_AM_00_021

box 1

Portrait of Anna Maria Lathrop ARCH_AM_00_022

box 1

Portrait of Asher Lathrop ARCH_AM_00_019

box 1

Portrait of David and Anna Lathrop Hewes ARCH_AM_00_014

box 1

Portrait of Dyer Lathrop ARCH_AM_00_020

box 1

Portrait of Jane and Leland Stanford ARCH_AM_00_013

box 1

Portrait of Jane Lathrop Stanford; purple velvet frame ARCH_AM_00_037

box 1

Portrait of Jane Stanford ARCH_AM_00_016

box 1

Portrait of Jane Stanford ARCH_AM_00_017

box 1

Portrait of Leland Stanford, Jr. (painted on plaster or porcelain by Fr. Dresden); purple velvet frame ARCH_AM_00_035

box 1

Portrait of man (B ARCH_AM_00_081

box 1

Portrait of man in oil of water color. 26x19; Artist; S.J. Fleients Carlan. wood frame, glass. o.d. 75x56 cm
ARCH_AM_00_084
Portrait of man; photograph, 38x36 cm. in wooden frame with glass. o.d. 80x70 cm. ARCH_AM_00_085

box 1

Portrait of Mark Hopkins (oil on board or linen?), in elaborate frame with gold-painted plaster leaf border. Frame: 15.75 x 17.5 in.; image 6 x 9.5 in. ARCH_AM_2005_018

box 1

Portrait of Mr. Mrs. Dyer Lathrop ARCH_AM_00_015

box 1

Portrait of Mrs. Dyer Lathrop (mother of Jane Stanford) ARCH_AM_00_012

box 1

Portrait of Mrs. Dyer Lathrop; purple velvet frame ARCH_AM_00_036

box 1

Portrait of Thad Sigourney ARCH_AM_00_018

box 1

Portrait, B ARCH_AM_00_078

box 1

Portrait, Daivd Starr Jordan, 1913. 38"x50" in. ARCH_AM_00_336

box 1

Portrait, Elizabeth Phillips Stanford- Leland's mother. ARCH_AM_00_350

box 1

Portrait, John Casper Branner, c. 1913. 48x40cm. ARCH_AM_00_337

box 1

Portrait, Judge Samuel Lieb. 67x48cm. ARCH_AM_00_335

box 1

Portrait, Mark Hopkins. ARCH_AM_00_349

box 1

Portrait, oil, David Starr Jordan, by Spencer Macky, 1922, framed. frame 110x92 cm, image 113x122 cm. ARCH_AM_00_280

box 1

Portrait, oil: Ray Lyman Wilbur, c. 1943 ARCH_AM_00_338

box 1

Portrait, Senator Leland Stanford, Oval. ARCH_AM_00_348

box 1

Portrait: Anna Maria Lathrop Hewes ARCH_AM_00_347

box 1
Objects

Apports ARCH_AM_00_359

- **Portrait: Donald B. Tresidder, ca. 1950** ARCH_AM_00_339
  box 1

- **Portrait: J. E. Wallace Sterlling, 1971** ARCH_AM_00_341
  box 1

- **Portrait: Josiah Stanford, Sr.** ARCH_AM_00_346
  box 1

- **Portrait: Kenneth Pitzer, ca. 1970** ARCH_AM_00_340
  box 1

- **Portrait: Leland Stanford, Jr.; oil in gold frame** ARCH_AM_00_345
  box 1

- **Portrait: Mark Hopkins** ARCH_AM_00_344
  box 1

- **Portrait: Richard W. Lyman** ARCH_AM_00_342
  box 1

- **Portrait: Timothy Hopkins** ARCH_AM_00_343
  box 1

- **Post Office Boxes** ARCH_AM_00_108
  box 1

- **Poster (art work) cartoon, man at piano (on cardboard). 73x49 cm. Ink and pastel.** ARCH_AM_00_312
  box 1

- **Poster (art work) cartoon, man at radio microphone (on cardboard). 73x49 cm. Ink and pastel.** ARCH_AM_00_314
  box 1

- **Poster (art work) cartoon, man dressed as a king with V sign (on cardboard). 73x49 cm. Ink and pastel.**
  ARCH_AM_00_311
  box 1

- **Poster (art work) cartoon, man in football uniform (on cardboard). 73x49 cm. Ink and pastel.**
  ARCH_AM_00_313
  box 1

- **Poster - Barry Goldwater for President. 3.5 x 4.5 ft.** ARCH_AM_1997_017
  box 1

- **Poster board with examples of table finishes and upholstery materials and two photographs of furniture for the
  activities center, Graduate School of Business, Stanford University, [1970s from look of the furniture]**
  ARCH_AM_2006_012
  box 1

- **Poster on cardboard. 56X36 cm. Blue and Gold, 1903, bu Jr. Class of Univ. of California.**
  ARCH_AM_00_154
  box 1
Poster; Driving the Golden Spike ARCH_AM_00_315

Presented to Stanford University from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Flag and crew patch flown aboard space shuttle Columbia 1990, with photographs. Signed by G. David Low, Stanford class of 1983. 40.5 cm x 50.5 cm ARCH_AM_1994_15

Presidential Medal of Freedom awarded to Siemon William Muller for work on permafrost ARCH_AM_2015_004 1946

Press pass for Gorbachev's talk, May 9, 1992 (#187) ARCH_AM_1995_06

Pressboard binder from the Stanford Bookstore, ca. 1950 (originally with accn 2002-020). With LSJU seal embossed on lower right corner and embossed elaborate border for title area. ARCH_AM_2002_08

Print of the Spencer Macky Portrait of David Starr Johnson, framed, with glass. Enscribed by Jordan. (“with kind regards”) ARCH_AM_1984_06

Printing block (metal on wood), 2.5 x 1.5 inches, for the movie “Spirit of Stanford” 1942 ARCH_AM_2002_02

Printing block for Jewel Fund bookplate: copper plate on wood block ARCH_AM_2003_018

Printing die - view of Mem Church through arch “Stanford Memorial Church” beneath ARCH_AM_1981_14

Printing dies of the University seal, the tree symbol, and the Stanford "S" ARCH_AM_2009_015 circa 1950

Scope and Contents note

9 dies of the University Seal, assorted sizes 2 dies of the tree symbol 1 die of the Stanford "S"

Printing plate for biographical information on Grayson N. Kefauver, with several sketches; signed “Stratton '35” ARCH_AM_2005_046

Printing Plate; Stanford Library. 25X34X2 cm. ARCH_AM_00_187


Printing plates for music (4); at least one is from the 1905 DECENNIAL OF STANFORD SONG (includes paper print from each one) ARCH_AM_1996_05
**Printing plates for text and illustrations of M. Bailey’s book Seven Peas in the Pod** ARCH_AM_2002_11

Scope and Contents note

boxes 1-12 are text plates (some with illustrations also); box 13 is illustration plates on wooden blocks

**Proclamation signed by Governor Ronald Reagan regarding Transcontinental Railroad Centennial Day, May 10, 1969.**

Framed ARCH_AM_2001_07

**Promotion materials for book “Stanford Sports”** ARCH_AM_1983_08

Scope and Contents note

1. T-shirt: tan, with football player “Stanford Sports” size 34-36, polyester, cotton 2. Button: 8x5.5cm with “Stanford Sports” and color photograph of football players (#10)

**Scarf (purple and white stripes) and unused “indecks Research Deck” (punch card system for sortable notes)**

ARCH_AM_2006_003

Scope and Contents note

2006-003.01 scarf 2006-003.02 research deck

**Quilt, approx. 10 x 10 feet** ARCH_AM_2008_006 1993

**Quilt, approx. 87” x 104”, red background with 25 hand-stitched blocks depicting various scenes and symbols of Stanford.** ARCH_AM_2015_014 circa 1972-1984

Scope and Contents

One of several quilts created by Stanford Medical Faculty Women’s Association, circa 1972-1984.

**Quilts (12) made by HAAS students** ARCH_AM_2006_037 1994-2005

Scope and Contents note

Quilt ARCH_AM_2018_018 circa 1976

Scope and Contents
Rinconada House quilt made by Anne McCormac, Class of 1977. Each square has the signature of one of her Rinconada dormmates, along with other sayings they wrote. Also included are index to students represented in quilt squares and a DVD.

box 1

Ransome concrete form - boards; discovered during 1997 renovation. 4.5 ft. x 5.5 ft. ARCH_AM_1997_014

box 1

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Dartmouth College LLD ARCH_AM_00_188_15

box 1

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Hood, University of California. ARCH_AM_00_188_3

box 1

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Hood: Duke University LLD ARCH_AM_00_188_5

box 1

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Hood: Syracuse ScD ARCH_AM_00_188_2

box 1

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Hood: Univ. of Arizona LLD ARCH_AM_00_188_4

box 1

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: New York University LLD ARCH_AM_00_188_7

box 1

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Princeton Univ. LLD ARCH_AM_00_188_12

box 1

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Scd. Western Reserve ARCH_AM_00_188_1

box 1

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Tusculum College LLD ARCH_AM_00_188_6

box 1

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Univ. of Chicago LLD ARCH_AM_00_188_8

box 1

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Univ. of New Mexico LLD ARCH_AM_00_188_11

box 1

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Univ. of Pennsylvania LLD ARCH_AM_00_188_16

box 1

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Univ. of Pittsburgh LLD ARCH_AM_00_188_14
Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Univ. of Rochester LLD  ARCH_AM_00_188_10

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Univ. of State of New York (Albany) LLD  ARCH_AM_00_188_9

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, honorary degree hood: Yale Univ. LLD  ARCH_AM_00_188_13

Razor Strop. Used by Encina Barber, (197?, 16x6 cm. strop with metal end,)  ARCH_AM_00_118

Red white ribbon with rosette used at dedication of Language Center building (Bldg 30) on 5/8/97  ARCH_AM_1997_006

Red apron and ID tag from SULA book sale  ARCH_AM_2009_032 circa 1995

Scope and Contents note
2009-032.1 red apron 2009-032.2 ID tag: "Book Sale Associate" in plastic holder with chain

Red balloon in plastic box. 9x6x5. Dated 7/8/76, balloon imprinted with Starts (Student Arts at Stanford).  ARCH_AM_00_239

Red cloth band with "STANFORD '54" [use unknown - not a hat band]  ARCH_AM_1999_023

Red felt "Stanford" banner with seal in right corner and "27" in left corner  ARCH_AM_1993_16

Red felt banner with white trim and lettering, "Stanford" with seal taken into space by Sally Ride on the U.S. space shuttle Challenger, June 18-24, 1983.  ARCH_AM_1984_09

Red felt banner: "Stanford" in white letters  ARCH_AM_1990_001

Red felt football (8 1/4" long) with white printed letters: "Stanford" and laces  ARCH_AM_1982_06

Red felt pennant with "1937" in red letters. RETURNED TO CASPER 4/3/2002  ARCH_AM_00_022

Red foam Axe: Stanford Axe Committee Give 'Em The Axe  ARCH_AM_2009_038 undated
Red knit athletic jersey, '01 ARCH_AM_00_060

box 1

Pillow (leather), with fringe. Has block "S" in white leather pasted on and some flowers in white leather pasted on ARCH_AM_1989_071 circa 1907

box 1

Red men's tie, with hand painted Li'l Injun in white ARCH_AM_00_034

box 1

Polo shirt, emblem: STANFORD NCAA 2001 SWEET SIXTEEN ARCH_AM_2005_048

box 1

Red ribbon and scissors used at grand re-opening of Green Library Bing Wing, October 12, 1999. ARCH_AM_1999_020

box 1

Silk scarf - hemmed square with white “S” in center (15 in.) ARCH_AM_2007_023

box 1

Red sponge axe with "Stanford Axe Commitee Give 'Em The Axe" and the Stanford S with superimposed tree. ARCH_AM_2002_09

box 1

red sweater "1905" on chest ARCH_AM_2002_18

box 1

Red sweatshirt with "AXE" in white letters ARCH_AM_2002_21

box 1

Red wool blanket with embroidered "LSJU" in center; used by Pres. Wilbir in Encina dorm room. ARCH_AM_1980_06

box 1

Red wool cheerleading sweater belonging to Chesley Douglas, cardigan style ARCH_AM_1999_013

box 1

Relief Bust of Ray Lyman Wilbur - 58x41 cm, "3rd Pres. of Stanford"(in 6' crate) ARCH_AM_00_080

box 1

Replica (mold?) of plaque for James Grant Fergusson, A.B. 1908, 2nd Lieutenant in the Eighth Black Watch, Killed in Action at Longueval France 14 July 1916. (23.5 x 18 in.) Mounted on plywood (36 x 31 in.) ARCH_AM_2006_014

box 1

Replica of 1887 trowel from cornerstone laying - presented to James C. Gaither; with original box ARCH_AM_1997_008

box 1

Replica of 1887 trowel from cornerstone laying - presented to Lawrence V. Ryan 1991 (trowel is 94 of 100) ARCH_AM_00_008

box 1

Replica of 1887 trowel from cornerstone laying - presented to Michael H. Walsh; with original box ARCH_AM_1997_009
Objects

Apports ARCH_AM_00_359

box 1

- Replica of Gold Spike; 14x15 cm on stand made from old R.R. Tie. ARCH_AM_00_238

box 1

- Replica of trowel used at S.U. cornerstone laying.; #1 of 100; w/ flannel bag. ARCH_AM_1995_12

box 1

- Reproduction of Portrait of Jane Stanford/ o.d. 115x100 cm. Tinted, gold frame. ARCH_AM_00_260

box 1

- Research Corp. Award to Wm Martin Fairbank ARCH_AM_1978_04

box 1

- Rhumbatron ARCH_AM_1996_14

box 1

- Ribbon from luncheon at the White House Feb. 27, 1886: image of the White House on one end, Mrs. Stanford's name on the other. [Invitation for this event in SC 033b, Series 3, Box 1] ARCH_AM_2005_001

box 1

- Ribbon with artificial flowers, following written on individual streamers: Mr. Stanford California Apr. 28 '91. Unknown event/purpose ARCH_AM_2004_023

box 1

- Ribbon: Stanford stadium marshall number 10 Stanford v. California Nov. 19, 1921 ARCH_AM_1993_09

box 1

- Ribbons of the Stanford Parlor No. 76 N.S.G.W., 1886 and ca. 1899 ARCH_AM_2004_016

  Scope and Contents note

  016.1 Admission Day, San Jose, 1886 - guest ribbon (faded pink) 016.2 Admission Day, San Jose, 1886 - dark blue 016.3 Stanford Parlor No. 76 with images of Leland Stanford, front of Quad, and unidentified harbor; possibly dated 1899. Attached to metal relief pin at top

box 1

- Road Sign: Alvarado and Escondito ARCH_AM_00_066

box 1

- Rock from quarry taken during 1994 tour ARCH_AM_1994_12

  Scope and Contents note

  (see ref. accn. 94-169)

box 1

- Roof tile (clay) from Memorial Church, post 1906 ARCH_AM_1997_023

box 1
Roos Bros megaphone ARCH_AM_2003_016 circa 1945
box 1

Rooter button, "Stanford" ARCH_AM_1977_07 1924
box 1

Rooters' cap (red felt beanie) ARCH_AM_2003_017 circa 1945?
box 1

Rose Bowl button and Stanford decal (with Li'l Injun figure) ARCH_AM_2004_013
Scope and Contents note
013.1 Rose Bowl button 013.2 Stanford decal (with Li'l Injun figure)
box 1

Round fans on wooden stick, from Orientation events ARCH_AM_1998_019
Scope and Contents note
AM 98-019.1 and .2 1997 Orientation "Hail, Stanford, Hail!" over picture of inner quad AM 98-019.3 and .4 1998 "Hail, Stanford, Hail!" over the seal; reverse: Opening Convocation program
box 1

Round table, inlaid top, carved legs; said to belong to Jane Stanford and given by her to Lawrence Joseph Connolly during a home remodel ARCH_AM_1998_002
box 1

Royal typewriter ARCH_AM_1985_11
box 1

Rubber stamps (for cancellation) with Stanford Centennial graphics/text, 1991 ARCH_AM_2004_004
Scope and Contents note
box 1

Rug, Stanford Seal ARCH_AM_2018_008
Scope and Contents
Rug, latch hook, with Stanford Seal in red on white background.
box 1

Runner, Brown, 150X71cm. Fringe on short side. Small red S on each end. ARCH_AM_00_136
Objects

Apports ARCH_AM_00_359

box 1

S. U. and Stanford Indian memorabilia ARCH_AM_1992_14

Scope and Contents note

see listing in accn files for 1992-092

box 1

T-shirts (6): class of '80; Toyon and Branner Halls; Hopkins Marine Station ARCH_AM_1997_010 1979-80

box 1

Sample impression from Leland Stanford's seal [intertwined L and S] ARCH_AM_1994_16

box 1

Sample of hair felting used as acoustical insulation in Memorial Church (installed ca. 1910, removed 1981) ARCH_AM_2004_029

box 1

Samples of bricks and tile salvaged from Palo Alto depot during reconstruction ARCH_AM_2005_025

Scope and Contents note

025.1 original bricks @P5F1 025.2 tile from restrooms 025.3 section of floor tile "W-floor"

box 1

Samples of wall paper found in/on Branner Hall during renovation, Fall 2002 (5 items) ARCH_AM_2003_021

box 1

Sandstone tablet on Redwood base with inscription "Mikhail Gorbachev, June 4, 1990." ARCH_AM_1993_17

box 1

Screen. 46X172 cm. Burlap and tapestry on top. ARCH_AM_00_148

box 1

Seat cushion "Sunset Salutes Stanford University for a Century of Achievement" with the Centennial logo ARCH_AM_2008_002

box 1

Seat cushion, Big Game (ARCH-AM-1997-019.3) ARCH_AM_1997_019_3

box 1

Seat cushions, athletics ARCH_AM_2016_009 1985-2000

box 1

Seat cushion from Super Bowl ARCH_AM_2016_009_01 1985

box 1

Seat cushion from Big Game ARCH_AM_2016_009_02 1997
Seat cushion from Rose Bowl ARCH_AM_2016_009_03 2000

Seat cushion given out at women’s final four basketball championships in Cincinnati, 1997. ARCH_AM_2007_009

See Card File. Verify against item ARCH_AM_00_129

Senior Class roll ’44 ARCH_AM_00_041

Senior Class roll ’48 ARCH_AM_00_042

Senior Class roll, ’36 ARCH_AM_00_044

Senior Class roll, ’39 ARCH_AM_00_043

Senior Class roll, ’40 ARCH_AM_00_050

Senior Class roll, ’43 ARCH_AM_00_051

Senior Class roll, ’52 ARCH_AM_00_053

Senior Class roll, ’53 ARCH_AM_00_055

Senior Class roll, ’54 ARCH_AM_00_054

Senior Class roll, ’55 ARCH_AM_00_052

Senior Sombrero ’08. G.C.H. on inner band; B. Halsey written inside crown ARCH_AM_1997_013

Senior sombrero of O. Wayne Mulford ’24. Felt field hat by Stetson, leather band with “1924” and “O W M” on sweat band; sold by Roos Bros. ARCH_AM_1977_11

Senior sombrero of Richard Frey. Felt field hat by Stetson, leather band with “Stanford 1924” ARCH_AM_1977_12
Senior sombrero of William A. Ray. Ribbon band; brand mark of John B. Stetson Company on inner sweatband store mark of Wideman's ARCH_AM_2005_009

box 1

Senior sombrero, leather band “Stanford ’09” ARCH_AM_1993_12

box 1

Senior sombrero. Felt field hat by Stetson, cloth band, no date, with “C M” on sweat band ARCH_AM_1977_13

box 1

Sexploration: A Game Designed to Promote Thoughtful Discussion, Factual Learning, and Responsible Decision Making about Sex, Drugs, Alcohol, and Relationships (board game) ARCH_AM_2012_001

box 1

Shot classes (2) from 1990 and 1991 and coffee mug from Branner Advising Team ’01-'02 ARCH_AM_2006_002

Scope and Contents note

2006-002.01 shot glass 1990 2006-002.02 shot glass 1991 2006-002.03 Coffee mug

box 1

Shovel: Green Library groundbreaking, wood handle with bronzed metal spade and handle 40” long. ARCH_AM_1980_24

box 1

Shovel: Ruth Wattis Mitchell Earth Science Building; ground breaking- Aug. 19, 1968; Stanford University. 40” high ARCH_AM_1982_05

box 1

Shirt, “Hawaiian” style ARCH_AM_2018_013

Scope and Contents

Shirt pattern includes: palm trees, palm fronds, photographs of the quad, as well as “Cardinal Courses,” “Greater Service,” “Cardinal Careers,” “Be of Greater Service,” “Cardinal Service” and “Beat Cal” pennants.

box 1

Sigma Chi fraternity paddle ARCH_AM_2003_015 1934

box 1


box 1

Sign, cardboard. “Room 310- University Archives” 18x55cm. ARCH_AM_00_333

box 1

Sign, framed. “Room 311 Archives Reading Room” frame 28x35cm. ARCH_AM_00_332

box 1
Sign: “Hopkins Railway Library” white painting on black metal. 8x45 cm. ARCH_AM_00_267

Silkscreen pattern used for the etched glass shades of the historic pendant light fixtures in building 01-30 [made in France] ARCH_AM_2001_23

Scope and Contents note
Due to its size, it is currently housed in regular cardboard.

Silver case for calling cards given as a wedding gift to Mrs. Van Alstyne from Leland Stanford, with leather carrying case ARCH_AM_2003_001

Silver cup with “LS” monogram and “44”, alleged to have been Leland Stanford’s. ARCH_AM_1998_018

Silver pitcher presented to Leland Stanford ARCH_AM_00_011

Silver pitcher presented to Leland Stanford by State Agricultural Society for best Holsteins ARCH_AM_00_009 1887

Silver pitcher presented to Leland Stanford for “Elaine”, for best 4-yr old record ARCH_AM_00_010 1878

Silver tea set (Reed Barton) used at Roble Hall prior to 1989; each piece stamped (engraved?) with a shield, Roble Club, Stanford University California [held for safe keeping by Porteus while Roble was undergoing earthquake reinforcements] ARCH_AM_2005_047

Scope and Contents note

Silver trophy presented to Norman Dole for world’s record pole vault, 1904, by UC students, Stanford-Cal meet. Sterling silver ARCH_AM_1977_10

Silver vase presented to Willis, 1913, in recognition of friendship from “Comision de Estudios Hidrologicos,Buenos Aires, Argentina” (in square case, lined). ARCH_AM_1995_09

Silver-plated spoon with “L.S.Jr. University” on handle ARCH_AM_1992_05

Slice from a limb of oak tree by Mausoleum that was cut down in 1993 ARCH_AM_1993_10
Slide rule used by Hansen, in case. ARCH_AM_1995_26

Small Banner, 17x11 cm. Red felt with white "S". ARCH_AM_00_196

Small clipboard and ink blotter, both made from hammered metal (brass or copper), both decorated with university seal. Clipboard bears imprint of Robbins Co., Attleboro, MA ARCH_AM_2001_27

Scope and Contents note
AM 2001-27.1 clipboard AM 2001-27.2 blotter

Small red banner (blank), pointed ends - purpose unknown ARCH_AM_2004_022

Snow globe featuring Stanford University scene ARCH_AM_2010_010 undated

Scope and Contents note
Snow globe: 6.5 inches tall, interior features Hoover Tower, Red Barn, Stadium, The Dish, Memorial Church, the Oval, Red hoop sculpture, and others not so easily identified. Base has version of university seal (no motto).

Solar cell and silicon chip from Engineering Library display ARCH_AM_2008_025 undated

Scope and Contents note
2008-025.1 Silicon solar cell in case with attached wiring 2008-025.2 Silicon chip on metal strip which is wrapped around 2nd metal piece 2008-025.3 large square plastic magnifier

Sombrero. Soft grey felt hat (brim not as wide as usual); signatures of friends under brim. ARCH_AM_1981_11 1910

Sophomore College t-shirts ARCH_AM_2009_041 2009

Scope and Contents note
2009-041.1 "Practicing Creativity" brown shirt with orange lettering 2009-041.2 "Practicing Creativity" red shirt with orange lettering 2009-041.3 "Sophomore College 2009" dark green shirt; list of classes on back 2009-041.4 "Sophomore College 2009" light green shirt; list of classes on back

Sophomore College t-shirts ARCH_AM_2010_013

Scope and Contents note
2010-013.1 Sophomore College 2001 - red with "SOCO 2001" on back 2010-013.2 Sophomore College 2003 - white with "SoCo 2003" on front and "Oh, the Places You Can Go in SoCo!" on back 2010-013.3 Sophomore College 2004 - black with "18 days + 22 Professors + 284 students" on front and list of names on back 2010-013.4 Sophomore College 2005 - green with "SoCo 2005" and Hoover Tower on front 2010-013.5 Sophomore College 2007 - white with "What level are you trying to reach" on front and list of classes on back 2010-013.6 Bing Honors College A September Studies Program 2010 - purple 2010-013.7 Arts intensive A September Studies Program 2010 - maroon 2010-013.8 Sophomore College 2010

box 1

**Sophomore College T-shirts (2) ARCH_AM_2009_005 2002, 2006**

Scope and Contents note


box 1

**Sophomore dink ARCH_AM_1981_04**

box 1

**Souvenir matchbook (intact), 13" long illustrated w/ buildings and map inside ARCH_AM_1995_28**

box 1

**Souvenir matchbook cover 32.5cm long x 5cm ARCH_AM_1982_04**

box 1

**Souvenir of Stanford University: metal cup with raised images of Mem Chu, entrance gate, Mem Arch, quad arcade, Palo Alto tree. (same as AM 00-192) ARCH_AM_2003_019**

box 1

**Souvenir pennant of the U.S.S.R. - U.S.A. track meet at Stanford Stadium (9 inches long) ARCH_AM_2001_26 circa 1962**

box 1

**Souvenir spoon: Memorial Arch ARCH_AM_1980_22 circa 1905**

box 1

**Souvenir: plastic viewer and key chain. View of Mem Chi. 5x2cm. ARCH_AM_1980_15**

box 1, box 3

**Spode plates (12) with Stanford scenes ARCH_AM_2016_011 1943**

Scope and Contents

ARCH-AM-2016-011.01--ARCH-AM-2016-011.12: 12 Spode plates

box 1

**Spode plates (13) with Stanford scenes ARCH_AM_1978_09**

box 1
Spode plates (7) with Stanford scenes: Jordan Hall, between classes, union, arches and library, memorial church, administration building, library front ARCH_AM_1995_020

box 1

Spode plates with Stanford scenes ARCH_AM_1989_057

box 1

Spoon - sketch of front view of Quad [pre-1906] and “Stanford Jr. University” in bowl; CA state seal and "California" on handle ARCH_AM_2006_017

Box 1

Sports Memorabilia Accession ARCH_AM_2019_006

Scope and Contents


box 1

Spurr, old, 12 X 5 cm. ARCH_AM_00_145

box 1

Squeezable stress-reduction toy in the shape of a Marguerite bus ARCH_AM_2007_010

box 1

Stamps ARCH_AM_2018_011

Scope and Contents

Framed Sheet of Breast Cancer stamps, Presented to Stanford University from the US Postal Service

box 1

Stanford African Students Association t-shirt and trophy ARCH_AM_2010_004

Scope and Contents note

2010-004.1 SASA t-shirt, dark grey 2009 2010-004.2 trophy from 2008 SASA World Cup

box 1

Stanford Association Centennial Medallion ARCH_AM_1993_02 1991

box 1

Stanford Axe Committee t-shirts (4) ARCH_AM_2002_24 1987-1993

Scope and Contents note
2002-24.1 1987 red, patch with tree over S; polo style
2002-24.2 1989/90 red, patch with axe over S; polo style
2002-24.3 1991-92 red, patch with tree over S over axe; polo style
2002-24.4 1993-94 burgundy, patch with tree over S over axe; polo style

box 1

**Stanford band hat (1956-1962)** ARCH_AM_1980_01

box 1

**Stanford banner. Red felt, with "Stanford" in white, Indians across lettering; white felt border. 25 x 43 cm**
ARCH_AM_1981_01 circa 1960

box 1

**Stanford banner on bamboo cane** ARCH_AM_00_169

box 1

**Stanford Banner on Flag Pole. Pole 3x273 cm long. Stanford seal on Blue Bkg.** ARCH_AM_00_262

box 1

**Stanford banner, red cloth with "Stanford" in white cloth letters, 3x6'.** ARCH_AM_1980_05 circa 1907

box 1

**Stanford banner, red felt with white felt letters, 3 x 6 ft. It hung in Dink Templeton's Encina Room, 1920, 1921; given to donor in 1921.** ARCH_AM_1977_03

box 1

**Stanford banner, red felt with white felt square, red “S”** ARCH_AM_1977_08

box 1

**Stanford banner, red felt, “Stanford” in white felt, swallow tail, on black bamboo pole. 38x80cm, crooked pole, 90cm.**
ARCH_AM_1984_29

box 1

**Stanford banner, white letters on red felt; block letters, double pointed ends. 16 x 31 in.** ARCH_AM_1979_10

box 1

**Stanford banner, white letters on red felt; gothic lettering. 14 x 34 in.** ARCH_AM_1979_09

box 1

**Stanford banner, white letters on red, 34 x 29 cm.** ARCH_AM_1984_50

box 1

**Stanford banner: white letters on square red felt backing** ARCH_AM_1981_08

box 1

**Stanford banner. red felt bkg. with Stanford in white letters. Indian at one end. 74x29cm.** ARCH_AM_1980_17

box 1

**Stanford belt buckle (brass?)** ARCH_AM_1995_21

box 1
**Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale Form L-M Kit** ARCH_AM_2013_001 1960

Physical Description: 1 item(s)

Scope and Contents note

Briefcase containing test manuals written by Lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill, various puzzles and tests for children, instructions for administering the test, and scoring procedures.

box 1

**Stanford Block “S” sweater awarded to Dorothy Cone, class of 1928, awarded for women’s shot put** ARCH_AM_2007_031 circa 1928

box 1

**Stanford buttons (three)** ARCH_AM_1980_12 1978-79

box 1

**Stanford Centennial items** ARCH_AM_1991_103

Scope and Contents note

1991-103.1 paper visor “Stanford 100 Years” 1991-103.2 paper napkins Stanford University Centennial Commencement 1991 (2) 1991-103.3 sew-on patch: Planting for the Second 100 Years Stanford 100 1991-103.4 Button: 100 years of staff diversity 1991-103.5 small trowel, unmarked

box 1

**Stanford Class Shield. 53X31 cm, wooden shield, Block “S” in brass.** ARCH_AM_00_185 1911

box 1

**Stanford decals and memorabilia of L. Timothy Portwood** ARCH_AM_2009_040 circa 1975-2008

Scope and Contents note

AM 2009-040.1 football bumper sticker: This is your brain [Stanford helmet] This is your brain on drugs [Cal helmet] AM 2009-040.2 decal: Stanford Football more than a passing fancy AM 2009-040.3 pennant from Portwood’s retirement party 2008 AM 2009-040.4 plastic cup: 2000 World Series Champions New York Yankees AM 2009-040.5 Pin from Yankee Stadium World Series September 9, 2001 AM 2009-040.6 ticket stub Yankee Stadium World Series September 9, 2001 AM 2009-040.7 Cap (blue and yellow: L & M Shop & Cap factory, SF) date unknown

box 1

**Stanford diploma and teaspoon** ARCH_AM_1994_10

Scope and Contents note

1. 1892 Diploma of V.C. Richards (framed) 2. teaspoon of Memorial Church in Bowl

box 1

**Stanford family portrait in 12 x 16 inch frame (purple velvet with stones)** ARCH_AM_00_058

box 1
Stanford flag (red cloth, no lettering) attached to wooden rod, rolled and inserted in wooden case 14” long
ARCH_AM_1982_09

box 1

Stanford high power pulsed Klystron with plate that reads: “Dr. Edward Ginzton, our director, co-worker, and friend. From the members of the W. W. Hansen Laboratories of Physics.; 1949-1959” ARCH_AM_1996_02

box 1

Stanford Hillel T-shirts ARCH_AM_1996_04

Scope and Contents note

1) Red & White, Stanford (?) in Hebrew 2) “Killer Maccabees” ) Blue - “Stanford Hillel”

box 1

Stanford Indian decals: 13 items (4 designs) ARCH_AM_1993_05

box 1

Stanford Indian doll; cloth, with red felt “sweater” with “S”; single red feather. 27 cm tall ARCH_AM_1981_02

box 1

Stanford Indian memorabilia ARCH_AM_2011_004

Scope and Contents note

AM 2011-004.1 Stanford Indian lighter; AM 2011-004.2 Stanford Indian belt buckles (2); AM 2011-004.3 Stanford buttons: “I’m a Big Red Rooter” (2); “Get Tough Big Purple”; AM 2011-004.4 Stanford buttons: “Stanford Indians”; “Once an Indian Always an Indian” (2); AM 2011-004.5 Ceramic Indian with Stanford ’S’; AM 2011-004.6 Ceramic Indian on canoe; AM 2011-004.7 Stuffed Stanford Indian doll; AM 2011-004.8 Stanford Indian penant; AM 2011-004.9 Indian drumming doll; AM 2011-004.10 Indian/bird ashtray

box 1

Stanford jacket belonging to William A. Stone, class of 1961 ARCH_AM_2010_003 circa 1960

box 1

Stanford jacket: red wool with leather sleeves and “Stanford” emblem on left side ARCH_AM_2002_31

box 1

Stanford jewelry ARCH_AM_1977_01 1922

Scope and Contents note

1. watch fob, “S”, class of ’22 2. SU tie pin (1922) 3. El Tigre Club lapel pin (1922)

box 1

Stanford Leather belt and buckle ARCH_AM_1979_04 1924

box 1

Stanford memorabilia ARCH_AM_2005_041 1985
Scope and Contents note

2005-041.1 T-shirt of Manzanita court [MANZANITA Stanford's Adult Luxury Mobile Home Community]; 2005-041.2 handwritten sign "you can break the bonds of apartheid" with red cloth strings attached

box 1

**Stanford memorabilia ARCH_AM_1996_12**

Scope and Contents note

Pillow cover Bookends (3 sets) Belt & buckle Placard with Stanford seal Stanford seal with pin

box 1

**Stanford memorabilia ARCH_AM_00_042**

Scope and Contents note

042.1 Red felt banner with STANFORD in white; PEG '23 written on lower right corner 042.2 Granite paperweight keepsake from Pace program "For Service to Stanford 1961-1964" 042.3 Granite paperweight keepsake from Pace program "For Service to Stanford 1961-1964"

box 1

**Stanford memorabilia ARCH_AM_2004_008**

Scope and Contents note

008.1 framed printed illustration of Memorial Church, pre-06 008.2 tip tray. ceramic, made in Germany, with image of Mem Church (no steeple) 008.3 Stanford belt buckle with seal (very worn) 008.4 glass bottle from University Pharmacy, F. J. Steinmetz, Palo Alto, ca. 1905 008.5 ceramic tray (small) with east arch of S.U., made in Germany for Oscar Promis, San Jose

box 1

**Stanford memorabilia ARCH_AM_2005_024**

Scope and Contents note

024.1 Stanford Laundry bag, red logo on white 024.2 Stanford Laundry bag, red logo on white 024.3 Stanford Laundry bag, red logo on white 024.4 Stanford Laundry bag, red logo on white 024.5 Stanford Laundry bag, red logo on white 024.6 Stanford Laundry bag, red logo on white 024.7 Playing cards with U. seal, 2 packs in box 024.8 Playing cards with U. seal, 2 packs in box 024.9 Pour spout for liquor bottle with carved Indian head wearing red beanie with "S"

box 1

**Stanford memorabilia ARCH_AM_2006_006**

Scope and Contents note

006.1 wooden box (5.75 x 3.75 in.) with CUE at Stanford burned into top 006.2 Stanford Think Again cube (unfolds into assorted images) 006.3 Paperweight: The President's Fund Stanford University 1993-1994 Founding Member (brass seal of U. imbedded in plastic or clear resin?) 006.4 Four assorted Centennial pins 006.5 Label pin with tree on it 006.6 Pin of mortar board (black enamel) inscribed on back "B.J.D. 1948"
Stanford memorabilia ARCH_AM_2016_010

Scope and Contents

2016-010.1 Stanford #1 button (red with white letters) 2016-010.2 Stanford #1 button (red with white letters) 2016-010.3 Stanford button (red with white stripe and red letters) 2016-010.4 Axe the Bears button (lenticular with Indian and bear) 2016-010.5 Ceramic stein (white and red with seal on one side, block S on other side) 2016-010.6 Ceramic ash tray, white with gold seal 2016-010.7 Necktie, red background with "Stanford" printed repeatedly in white (diagonally) 2016-010.8 Red silk tie with Indian painted in white on front 2016-010.9 Red Rose Bowl felt pennant with image of stadium, roses, Indian printed in color, and "Stanford" printed in white 2016-010.10 Red felt pennant with image of Indian printed in color, and "Stanford" printed in white

Stanford memorabilia - athletic and alumni ARCH_AM_1993_001

Scope and Contents note

ARCH-AM-1993-001.01: Plaque on stone: "for service to Stanford 1961-64" Stanford PACE program; ARCH-AM-1993-001.02: Indian Joe doll, with drum (battery operated); ARCH-AM-1993-001.03: Two tumblers: Coach of the Year - 1951 - Chuck Taylor; ARCH-AM-1993-001.04: Four tumblers: Class of 1927's 50th Reunion (1977); ARCH-AM-1993-001.05: Glass pitcher engraved with AEO [Alpha Epsilon Theta]

Stanford memorabilia - athletic and alumni ARCH_AM_2017_004

Memorabilia

Scope and Contents


Memorabilia

Scope and Contents

Apports ARCH_AM_00_359


box 1

**Stanford memorabilia: 6 pennants (3 with seal, 3 with Indian head), 1 banner, tennis bag, Indian doll and stuffed horse, cap printed with the 1984 football schedule** ARCH_AM_2006_004

**Scope and Contents note**

2006-004.1-.3 Pennants with U. seal 2006-004.4-.6 Pennants with Indian head 2006-004.7 Banner: "Stanford" with U. seal 2006-004.8 Cap with football schedule 2006-004.9 Bag, red & white striped canvas with "Stanford Tennis" 2006-004.10 Indian doll, wearing shirt with red "S" 2006-004.11 Stuffed horse (red) with white "S" on each hip (brand reads "A College Pet") 2006-004.12 Button: Class 1944 Once an Indian Always an Indian (with Li'l Injun face)

box 1

**Stanford memorabilia: beanie and megaphone, ca. 1931; football pins, ca. 1963** ARCH_AM_2002_25

**Scope and Contents note**

2002-25.1 freshman beanie, red felt 2002-25.2 Roos Brothers megaphone [poss. originally blue and gold] 2002-25.3 football pin "Stanford Indian" with football charm 2002-25.4 football pin "Stanford Indian" with helmet charm 2002-25.5 football pin "Stanford Indian" with helmet charm (flat)

box 1

**Stanford memorabilia ARCH_AM_2017_023**

**Scope and Contents**

Programs, buttons, pennants, belt

2017-023.01 - Red felt pennant with Indian and Stanford in white; 2017-023.02 & 2017-023.03 - Medals (2) - Stanford 57 Continuing Connection 50th Reunion. Gold & red medal with red ribbon; 2017-023.04 - Button, "Stanford Football," white background with black lettering and Block S in red; 2017-023.05 - Button, white background with Block S in red; 2017-023.06 - Button, Tostitos Fiesta Bowl, January 2, 2012, black background with football/Block S in foreground; 2017-023.07 - Button; "Coming up Roses Stanford 01-01-00," square with red background; 2017-023.08 - Pin, *57 Stanford 45th Reunion," silver, white, black, red; 2017-023.09 - Pin, *57 Stanford 50th Reunion," silver, white, black, red; 2017-023.10 - Lanyard, red with Stanford and Block S in white; 2017-023.11 - Belt buckle and belt, Stanford in brass on buckle, brown leather belt; 2017-023.12 - Luggage tag, metal with "1916" and Stanford seal; 2017-023.13 - Luggage tag, brass with "1911" and Block S in red; 2017-023.14 - Luggage tag, brass "18" inside Block S; 2017-023.15 - Luggage tag, brass "18" with seal; 2017-023.16 - Patch, red with Stanford in white; 2017-023.17 - Felt Block S, white; 2017-023.18 - Block S, white/red; 2017-023.19 - Red felt pennant on dowel with Stanford in white.

box 1

**Stanford memorabilia ARCH_AM_2017_024**

**Scope and Contents**

Stained glass, red Block S with white background; Scarf, red and white with “Stanford” in red; Cap, white with “Stanford” embroidered in red, with 18 Stanford pins; Necktie, cardinal red with “Stanford” pattern in white; Cap, red mesh with “Stanford Cardinal” and Block S on front; Cap, red mesh with “Stanford University” and “Block S” on front; Buttons, Stanford (50, various); Pins, Stanford (43, various); Decals, Stanford (17, various)
**Stanford memorabilia ARCH_AM_2018_017**

**Scope and Contents**


**Stanford memorabilia ARCH_AM_2018_020**

**Scope and Contents**


**Stanford mugs and shot glass, miscellaneous ARCH_AM_2010_008**

**Scope and Contents note**

2010-008.1 Stanford Humanities Center mug; design copyright 2001 by davey hubay 2010-008.2 Clear plastic mug with “STANFORD” in red letters and 3 pennant shapes below 2010-008.3 Shot glass “Branner Hall 1991-1992" with image of a
box 1

**Stanford of Today printing die** ARCH_AM_2010_001 unknown

Scope and Contents note

Metal printing die, badly damaged.

box 1

**Stanford pennant, with Li’l Injun caricature, red felt, with white painted design.** ARCH_AM_1980_03 circa 1960

box 1

**Stanford pennants; athletic sweaters** ARCH_AM_1979_13 1919-1921

box 1

**Stanford pins owned by Jennie Hughes Hutchison, class of 1910** ARCH_AM_1995_08

Scope and Contents note

1. Phi Beta Kappa pin 2. Pin of S.U. seal with “10” also on it 3. Stanford Pennant pin

box 1

**Stanford seals** ARCH_AM_1981_06

box 1

**Stanford student hat (George A. Tarbell)** ARCH_AM_1988_02 1906

Scope and Contents note

Red wool hat, somewhat like a Fez, with tassle; ‘06 written on it. G. Tarbell ’06 written on inside brim.

box 1

**Stanford sweatshirt: Red, hooded (child’s size), in white on front “Stanford” with Li’l Injun symbol.** ARCH_AM_1980_02 circa 1960

box 1

**Stanford sweatshirt, red with slightly modified U. seal on front** ARCH_AM_2009_020 circa 1968

box 1

**Stanford sweatshirt: red, with “Stanford” and Li’l Injun in white.** ARCH_AM_2017_026

box 1

**Stanford the Game (board game)** ARCH_AM_1985_05

box 1

**Stanford Think Again cube, unfolds into different images** ARCH_AM_2009_025 2001
Stanford University 119th Opening Convocation fan (program) ARCH_AM_2009_039 2009

Stanford University book cover: seal on front, S INDIANS on spine, and Li'l Injun on back; plasticized paper  
ARCH_AM_2005_005

Stanford University embossing and foil stamping dies ARCH_AM_2009_031 unknown

Scope and Contents note

2009-031.1 University seal, 1/2 inch 2009-031.2 University seal, 3/4 inch 2009-031.3 University seal, 7/8 inch 2009-031.4 University seal, 1 inch 2009-031.5 University seal, 1 1/8 inch 2009-031.6 University seal, 1 1/2 inch 2009-031.7 University seal, 1 1/4 inch 2009-031.8 University seal, 1 1/2 inch 2009-031.9 Seal with lone tree, 1 1/2 inch 2009-031.10 University seal, 1 1/2 inch 2009-031.11 Letter, 1 inch tall 2009-031.12 Shield for Medical School, 1 1/2 inch 2009-031.13 Hoover Institution, 2 1/2 inch 2009-031.14 Lane Medical Library (image of Hopkins with Hopkins Medical Library; arched over portrait) 3 1/2 inches tall 2009-031.15 University seal with lone tree, 3 inches 2009-031.16 University seal with lone tree, 5/8 inch (2 items) 2009-031.17 Herbert Hoover Medal for Distinguished Service 2009-031.18 University seal, 5/8 inch (2 items) 2009-031.19 University seal, 5/8 inch 2009-031.20 University seal, 1 3/16 inch 2009-031.21 University seal, 1 3/8 inch 2009-031.22 University seal, 1 3/16 inch 2009-031.23 University seal with lone tree, 1 3/4 inch 2009-031.24 Shield for Medical School, 7/8 inch 2009-031.25 Shield for Medical School, 1 3/16 inch 2009-031.26 Plate with four 1-inch University seals

Stanford University leather postcards ARCH_AM_2010_009

Scope and Contents note

2010-009.1 to Miss Irene Withers; features Stanford coed and RAH-RAH-RAH STANFORD, with other notes 2010-009.2 to Miss Jennie Withers; features large red S, with notes 2010-009.3 to Miss Jennie Withers; features candle, book, pennant, with notes 2010-009.4 to Miss Jennie Withers; features coed holding pennant and RAH-RAH-RAH STANFORD, with other notes

Stanford University seal (metal) on wooden plaque originally owned by Henry Dorrance Owen, Class of 1912 ARCH_AM_2010_014 circa 1910

Scope and Contents note

Metal University seal (8.25 in. diameter) with Die Luft... on wooden shield (14 in. high)

Stanford watch fob ARCH_AM_1979_05 1924


Stereoptican, made by Underwood Underwood. ARCH_AM_00_255
Stereopticon viewer ARCH_AM_2000_038

box 1

Sticker on Grand Opening of Stanford Bookstore ARCH_AM_1995_04 1991-05

box 1

Sticker; 11x11 cm. red, yellow, black. Palo Alto Shell Gasoline; with Mem Chu and Stanford S. ARCH_AM_00_203

box 1

Sticker, Stanford axe ARCH_AM_2014_013

box 1

Stickers, various ARCH_AM_2017_007 2016

Scope and Contents

A new CS with "Nerd Nation" glasses/Stanford Cardinal Service; KZSU 90.1 FM Stanford “The New Zoo” http://kzsu.stanford.edu with zebra and radio tower; “Of Course I’m a Feminist/Stanford Women’s Community Center wcc.stanford.edu”; ARTS/arts.stanford.edu/students, @stanfordarts (3 stickers, each in different color).

box 1

Stickers, Stanford Libraries Nerd Squirrel (7-Various) ARCH_AM_2018_004 circa 2017

box 1

Sticky Wilson Candy Boxes ARCH_AM_2008_021

Scope and Contents note

2008-021.1 Wooden, Figure of Co-Ed and Pennant on Front 2008-021.2 Wooden, Figure of Co-Ed in White Skirt and Red Hat

box 1

Sticky Wilsons chocolates box, candy store (Palo Alto/Stanford) for 1/2 lb. ARCH_AM_1983_09

box 1

Stone 13x16cm with bevelled end and significance unknown. ARCH_AM_00_209

box 1

Stone carving from Quad renovations, probably discarded by stone carver. 20x8x7cm. ARCH_AM_1984_24 1984

box 1

Stonecutters’ tools, used in construction of LSJU; 9 items with tag ARCH_AM_00_039

box 1

Student athletic memorabilia ARCH_AM_1998_015

Scope and Contents note

98-015.1 belt buckle “STANFORD” (1929)- 2.75 in. 98-015.2 fencing medal won in 1933 98-015.3 fencing letter (senior manager): red S inside red circle on white felt - 7.5 in. square

Immediate Source of Acquisition

box 1

**Student hats and painting of an '07 student. Photos of the great-grandchildren of Myron C. Burr wearing these hats** boxed with item 036.1 ARCH_AM_00_036

**Scope and Contents note**

036.1 Plug Ugly 1907 (Myron C. Burr) 036.2 Plug Ugly 1911 036.3 Plug Ugly 1906 036.4 Sophomore Dink of Myron C. Burr '07 036.5 Sophomore Dink 036.6 Beaver top hat [fairly damaged] 036.7 Senior Sombrero of Myron C. Burr 036.8 Watercolor painting by Edie D. Kellogg of an '07 male student

box 1

**Student memorabilia owned by Carl Zahner** ARCH_AM_2009_014

**Scope and Contents note**

2009-014.1 Stanford beanie 2009-014.2 Stanford pennant (red felt) 2009-014.3 Black felt square appiqued with red “S” and a football in one corner 2009-014.4 Button (white "S" on red) with red & white streamers and metal football

box 1

**Student registration cards, framed. From Pioneer Class: 1891-1895** ARCH_AM_00_174

box 1

**Students' standard cell, manufactured by the Eppley Laboratory, Inc., stamped May 28, 1930 on information card tacked to the backing. CAUTION: contains mercury [but is safe to handle]** ARCH_AM_2005_006

box 1

**Stuffed cow available during Christmas season, with bell and “S” and note re origin of “the Farm”** ARCH_AM_1997_003

box 1

**Stuffed cow, black white with bell. With tag re origins of “The Farm.”** ARCH_AM_2002_23 2001

box 1

**stuffed toy - character with glasses, pencil behind ear, red cap with "", and sweater with S2K. 6 3/4 inches tall** ARCH_AM_1999_022

box 1

**stuffed tree (evergreen variety), with red lips** ARCH_AM_1999_021

box 1

**Styrofoam "straw" hat with red paper band "Stanford" : from 1971 Rose Bowl** ARCH_AM_1994_05 1971

box 1

**Styrofoam forms for construction of balusters [RETURNED IN 2006]** ARCH_AM_2004_028

box 1

**Suitcase, straw. 66X38X17 cm. Contains honorary Degree Hoods awarded to Ray Lyman Wilbur, with list.** ARCH_AM_00_188
Superbowl memorabilia ARCH_AM_1984_21

Scope and Contents note
1. Banner- superbowl, Jan. 20, 1985; white with red, blue aqua printing
2. Cap- superbowl, white with red blue printing.

Super Bowl XIX Shirts ARCH_AM_2015_010 1985

Physical Description: 4 item(s)

Scope and Contents
ARCH-AM.2015-010.1 White T-shirt with blue collar and sleeves, front: blue & red stripes, 4 football players "Super Bowl XIX; Stanford University January 20, 1985"

ARCH-AM.2015-010.2 Grey cropped T-shirt, front:"Super Bowl XIX; Stanford Stadium Stanford, California January 20, 1985"

ARCH-AM.2015-010.3 White T-shirt with red ring collar and red ring sleeves, front: SF 49ers helmet logo "1984 NFC Champions San Francisco 49ers, Super Bowl XIX; Stanford Stadium Stanford, California January 20, 1985"

ARCH-AM.2015-010.4 White Sweatshirt with red stripes, front: "Super Bowl XIX; Stanford Stadium Stanford, California January 20, 1985"

Sunglasses ARCH_AM_2014_017 2012-2013

Physical Description: 2 item(s)

Scope and Contents

Sweater; grey sweatshirt by Mayo Spruce sports wear; on front: portrait of Prof. J. T. Watkins, with name underneath. Produced by Student Art Association after Watkins won popular vote of students [see clippings]. ARCH_AM_1981_10 1962

Sweater, Athletic. 76X53 cm. Knit laces at neck. Long collar, green and blue horizontal stripes, and long sleeves. ARCH_AM_00_133

Sweater, Athletic. Jersey, sleeveless, white, diagonal red strip with "S" on stripe. 35X81 cm. ARCH_AM_00_138

Sweater, Athletic. White, sleeveless, with yellow "W". 36X76 cm. Jersey. ARCH_AM_00_137
Sweater, football, turtle neck, tie at neck, red with block S in black, 59x45cm, long sleeves. [name tag for Thomas M. Williams sewn at neck] ARCH_AM_1984_23

Sweater. Long sleeve, red with white “11” on back. 79X61 cm. ARCH_AM_00_139

Sweater, Rally Committee Chairman Cardinal Society ring ARCH_AM_2016_011 1943

Scope and Contents


Sweaters and banner ARCH_AM_1979_03

Sweatshirt with Li’l Injun and “Stanford Sierra Camp”, ARCH_AM_2003_011 circa 1958


T-shirt (black): Center for Teaching and Learning “Peer Tutoring CTL” ARCH_AM_2016_002

T-shirt: Toyon 2000-2001 with winking pirate face (in reference to Washing Post article on pirating music and software, based in part on activities at Toyon - article included with shirt) ARCH_AM_2006_032

T-shirt “Welcome to Huang! Summer 2010” ARCH_AM_2010_007 2010

Scope and Contents note

Maroon t-shirt from move to new building (Huang Center)

T-shirt “Yes on O” signed by people who worked on the Stanford campaign for development of Sand Hill Road ARCH_AM_1997_026 November 1997

T-shirt (grey): SoCo 99; on back: Sophomore College 99 Stanford University Sterling Quad * Stern * Toyon * Wilbur ARCH_AM_2000_007
T-shirt (red): SoCo 98 Stanford University; on back: Top Ten Reasons to Go to Sophomore College '98 ARCH_AM_2000_006

T-shirt and pom-pom from final 4 games in Cincinnati Ohio (attended by staff person Pat White) ARCH_AM_1997_001

Scope and Contents note
97-01.1 t-shirt 97-01.2 pom-pom

T-shirt fragments (20) : images and text from t-shirts pertaining to Haas events, programs, or public service themes, 1993-98 and undated; these had been framed and displayed. ARCH_AM_2007_027

T-shirt from Multicultural Springfest 2001. White shirt with green red design using Hoover Tower, seal, the “S” with the tree and text. ARCH_AM_2001_12 2001

T-shirt from Sophomore College. With quote from John Hennessy “...in a bacon and egg breakfast, the chicken is involved but the pig is committed. Be committed.” ARCH_AM_2000_026 2000

Scope and Contents note
2 t-shirts, same color (white)

T-shirt from Summer Research College 2003 : dark grey with abstract design src03 on front ARCH_AM_2003_020 2003

T-shirt from the 2003 Stanford Multicultural Spring Fest ARCH_AM_2003_008 2003


T-shirt, red with white tree and black lettering: ACADEMIC ADVISOR. UNDERGRADUATE ADVISING CENTER STANFORD UNIVERSITY ARCH_AM_2006_016

T-shirt, red, with definition of OV [Orientation Volunteer]. Stick figure on back with “anatomy of an OV” ARCH_AM_00_029

T-shirt, red: "stanford parents' weekend '99” ARCH_AM_1999_004

T-shirt, red. On front: “Stanford Robber Barrons” (in white) with Robber Barron clutching books and money. ARCH_AM_2015_009 undated

box 1

T-shirt, Stanford class of 1980 ARCH_AM_2009_027 circa 1980

Scope and Contents note

Red t-shirt with design of Quad gate and palm trees and 80 with Hoover Tower in center of zero

box 1

T-shirt, with blue orange decoration and words: Stanford Multicultural Springfest ARCH_AM_2002_20 2002

box 1

T-shirt: "Community Day at Stanford" (no image) ARCH_AM_2002_16

box 1

T-shirt: "Donnurban Legends 2002-2003" on front and "It happened to my friend's uncle's roommate... I swear" on back. Grey shirt with yellow print. ARCH_AM_2002_36

box 1

T-shirt: "I went to Hell for the Centennial, and all I got was this lousy T-shirt" ARCH_AM_1992_17

box 1

T-shirt: black with graphic from Stanford Summer Research College 2001 ARCH_AM_2001_24

box 1

T-shirt: DONNER POPs Once you pop, you can't stop! ARCH_AM_2004_012

box 1

T-shirt: Solar Oscillations Investigation of the Solar Heliospheric Observatory (Stanford was one of the institutions along with NASA, Lockheed) ARCH_AM_2002_35

box 1

T-shirt: sophomore colle: Evolve into your future; back side also lists courses ARCH_AM_2008_024 2008

box 1

T-shirt: Stanford University, Arts Intensive Program ARCH_AM_2014_010

Scope and Contents


box 1

T-shirt: Stanford University, Bing Honors College ARCH_AM_2014_009

Scope and Contents

box 1

**T-shirt: Stanford University, Multicultural Springfest** ARCH_AM_2015_001 2014

box 1

**T-shirt: Stanford University, Program in Feminist Studies at Stanford** ARCH_AM_2015_002

box 1

**T-shirt: Stanford University, Sophomore College Program** ARCH_AM_2014_011

Scope and Contents


box 1

**T-shirt: Stanford University, Stanford Design Group** ARCH_AM_2015_003

box 1

**T-shirt: Stanford XXL Athletic Dept. - red letters on grey shirt** ARCH_AM_2007_005

box 1

**T-shirts** ARCH_AM_2002_01

Scope and Contents note

2002-01.1 Gorbachev at Stanford University June 4, 1990 2002-01.2 "I went to hell for the Centennial and all I got was this lousy t-shirt” Stanford Centennial finale weekend performer, 1991 2002-01.3 Stanford Centennial Finale Weekend 1991

box 1

**T-Shirts (2) from men’s final 4 basketball championship** ARCH_AM_1998_003 1998

Scope and Contents note

98-03.1 white t-shirt with logos from all 4 teams on back 98-03.2 grey t-shirt with Stanford cardinal final four March 28 & 30, 1998 on front

box 1

**T-shirts (2) Stanford University, Leland Scholars Program** ARCH_AM_2014_001 2012

Box 1

**T-shirts (3) Stanford University Librarians Assembly (SULA)** ARCH_AM_2018_022

Scope and Contents

**T-shirts (5) and Big Game Button. ARCH_AM_2009_004 circa 1977-1992**

Scope and Contents note


**T-shirts (7) ARCH_AM_2007_017**

Scope and Contents note

2007-017.1 Big Dance '00 [on back: The Big Dance Gang-of-13 with names] 2007-017.2 Herstory 2007-017.3 Stanford Axe Committee 2007-017.4 102nd Big Game Countdown / 102 hours of nitrous bliss 2007-017.5 Stanford Axe Committee 1999-2000 (polo shirt style) 2007-017.6 Viennese Ball 2000 (long sleeve) 2007-017.7 Big Dance '99 The Time Warp

**T-shirts for Larkin staff 2004, 2005, 2006. All say “Not the biggest - just the best”; each has a different “University Registrar’s Warning” on the back ARCH_AM_2007_001**

Scope and Contents note


**T-shirts from Stanford Centennial ARCH_AM_1991_100**

Scope and Contents note


**T-shirts from women’s basketball ARCH_AM_2005_023 1997**

Scope and Contents note

2005-023.1 NCAA women's final four 1997 2005-023.2 Stanford Women's Basketball PAC-10 Champions 1997 [from SU bookstore]

**T-shirts of Branner Hall and other SU themes ARCH_AM_2005_043**
Scope and Contents note


box 1

**T-shirts of the gay and lesbian alliance at Stanford** ARCH_AM_2000_016

Scope and Contents note

2000-016.1 OUT ON THE FARM, blue with take-off images from Grant's "American Gothic" 2000-016.2 OUT ON THE FARM, red with take-off images from Grant's "American Gothic" 2000-016.3 OUT ON THE FARM, white with line drawing of Segal statue 2000-016.4 gay and lesbian awareness week 1985, grey; image of two women with labris

box 1

**T-shirts** ARCH_AM_2007_006

Scope and Contents note


box 1


box 1

**T-shirt "For Olympics Against Olympic Homophobia" peach color with black and red lettering. ARCH_AM_1984_17**

box 1

**T-shirt class of ‘56, 25th reunion. red, white imprint, "XXV reunion" Golden Gate Bridge and Indian, size 39-40, cotton; 71-47cm. ARCH_AM_1984_31**

box 1

**T-shirt "Out on the Farm" black with purple writing and drawing of Gay Liberation: statue on campus. ARCH_AM_1984_15**

box 1

**T-shirt class of ‘61, 20th reunion; white, red print, size 14, 56x38cm. Multiple choice logo, reverse "’61" ARCH_AM_1984_32**

box 1

**T-shirt; “Stanford 60," white with red letters, "20th reunion." size 10-12;Reverse - Chappie old guys as runners "60", 49x36cm, short sl. ARCH_AM_1984_30**
T-shirt: “I gave Stanford 42% of my grant, and all I got was this lousy t-shirt!” with drawing of Donald Kennedy in bow of a boat, the “S.S. Excess” ARCH_AM_1998_001

T-shirt silk-screen “Gapoo” design by John Cailleau ARCH_AM_1984_11 1974


Scope and Contents note
2008-011.1 "Strike" - red print on white shirt with closed fist 2008-011.2 "Stanford Sierra Camp" - red print on white shirt with Indian caricature

T-Shirts: Stanford African Student Association (2) ARCH_AM_2018_010

Scope and Contents
2018-010.001: Black shirt with white lettering, front: "I am SASA" with lion; back: "Trivia Afrique" with hands.
2018.010.002: White shirt with red lettering, front: "It's Not A Country" with Africa shape in solid red; back: "It's A Continent/ Stanford African Students Association" with Africa shape showing individual country outlines.

T-shirts and 1 banner all bearing images of John Bravman. The banner was unfurled from the 2nd floor balcony of Mem Aud during Bravman's address to prospective freshman. ARCH_AM_2005_021 2005-04-28

Scope and Contents note
2005-021.1 Light grey t-shirt with 4 images of Bravman on front and "Dukakis" on back 2005-021.2 Dark grey t-shirt posterized image of Bravman on front and "Barbecue" on back 2005-021.3 Large banner with image of Bravman

T-shirts and a cap from the NCAA women's regional games in Kansas City 2005 ARCH_AM_2007_014

Scope and Contents note
2007-014.1 red t-shirt: 2005 NCAA Division 1 Women's Basketball Stanford Cardinal Kansas City Regional March 27 & 29 2007-014.2 white t-shirt: 2005 NCAA Division 1 Women's Basketball Championship Sweet 16 2007-014.3 white cap with "S" on front and NCAA SWEET 16 on right side

Tags with Drue Kataoka image from packaged chocolates handed out at event of Dept. of Communication during commencement 2005. Image is Green West with Hoover Tower behind. (3 copies) ARCH_AM_2005_020
Objects Apports ARCH_AM_00_359

box 1

Tangle toy, given away at Physics Library event ARCH_AM_2010_011 2010

Scope and Contents note

AM 2010-011.1 Red Tangle, when closed reads Physics Library, Varian Building, Stanford University, 1964-2010 AM
2010-011.2 Red/Blue/Clear Tangle, when closed reads Physics Library, Varian Building, Stanford University, 1964-2010

box 1

Tassel with '91, possibly from graduation cap ARCH_AM_1999_015

box 1

Telegraph key - possibly used by Leland Stanford at Promontory Point, 1869, for gold spike ceremony. 2 keys, 1 on
wood base, both marked CPRR ARCH_AM_00_047

box 1

Telephone call buzzer from Encina Hall with instruction poster ARCH_AM_2009_030 undated, circa 1920?

Scope and Contents note

2009-030.1 buzzer and push button mounted on plate 2009-030.2 instruction poster (copy)

box 1

The 111th Opening Convocation fan (5 copies) - includes program on one side and “Hail Stanford Hail” on the other
ARCH_AM_2001_20 2001

box 1

The 112th Opening Convocation fan : mosaic of tree over red S on front, program “Hail, Stanford, Hail” on reverse
ARCH_AM_2005_016 2002

box 1

The Archivist Code. Framed 53X41 cm. ARCH_AM_00_155

box 1

The Koret Prize - Cut glass vase (green tint) presented to Gerhard Casper ARCH_AM_2000_031 1999

box 1

Buttons (3) created by Friends of Prof. Barclay ARCH_AM_1986_01

box 1

Medallions (3) ARCH_AM_1998_007

Scope and Contents note

98-07.1 E.N.S.I.C.A.'s visit to Stanford University, Oct. 17, 1990 98-07.2 Centre des Haute Etudes de l'Armement, Session
1964-65 98-07.3 [prize from English oration contest at Japanese school, 1955]

box 1

Three-ring binder (blue cloth) with embossed U. seal and “STANFORD” on right vertical edge ARCH_AM_00_033
Tile in Box. Box 6x8x3, Tile = 6x5x2 cm. From San Gabriel Mission, earthquake of 1812. ARCH_AM_00_244

Tiles from water fountain south of Memorial Church ARCH_AM_2005_027

Tin box labelled “Stanford University” ARCH_AM_1979_08

Tobacco card (Murad Cigarettes) college series 76-100, ca. 1900. Image is man and woman on horseback in front of giant tree with university seal and Stanford pennant. On reverse is list of colleges. ARCH_AM_2002_07

Tobacco silk with image of a runner wearing Stanford suit and with Stanford seal in upper left corner. ARCH_AM_00_027 circa 1900

Tobacco silks with Stanford images; from Murad cigarettes; ca. 1900 ARCH_AM_2001_03

Scope and Contents note
03.1 University seal with “Stanford” below (red silk) 03.2 Football player, with seal in corner (white silk) 03.3 Rower with seal in corner (white silk) 03.4 Baseball player with seal in corner (white silk) 03.5 Track and field athlete with seal in corner (white silk)

Tools (3), possibly stone carving tools, found during demolition work at Geology Corner. One has “W. J. Munro” (or W. J. Munrok) on it ARCH_AM_1996_07

Tools used by engineering student Revoe Briggs, ’13 ARCH_AM_1984_20

Toonerville trolley sign, red metal with white painted letters, “To Stanford University” and “Waverley Street” (24 x 22 in.) ARCH_AM_1977_04

Tote bag, Stanford ARTS ARCH_AM_2015_005 circa 2014

Track meet identification ribbons, ARCH_AM_2004_027 1930

Scope and Contents note
027.1 Field pass for California Freshmen vs. Stanford Freshmen, April 11, 1930 027.2 Field 62 [on button] Track, California vs. Stanford, April 19 1930 Stanford Stadium [on ribbon]

Traffic directors arm band (red felt with white lettering) ARCH_AM_1978_02
Train whistle (made of cedar) "The BootToot" produced by The Bootleg.com ("unauthorized authority on Cardinal football") ARCH_AM_2004_014

Tree costumes
Conditions Governing Access
Access restricted.

Judy Mischel ARCH_AM_1984_04 1980-82
(Various) ARCH-AM-2017-018

Scope and Contents

Sarah Young #38 ARCH-AM-2019-009
Sam Weyen #39 ARCH-AM-2019-010

Tresidder Union key chains ARCH_AM_2009_016 1981

Scope and Contents note
Two key chains, plastic tag with "tresidder union" on one side and "the people place" on the other

Triangular scarf: "Stanford Council B. S. A. camp staff 1944 Camp Oljato" ARCH_AM_1996_08

Trowel used by Herbert Nash in laying of cornerstone of Thomas Welton Stanford library ARCH_AM_00_005

Trowel used by Jane and Leland Stanford in laying of cornerstone of LSJU ARCH_AM_00_004

Trowel used by Jane Stanford in laying of cornerstone of Memorial Church ARCH_AM_00_002

Trowel used by Leland Stanford in laying of cornerstone of Stanford Museum ARCH_AM_00_003

Twine stamped "The Stanford Bookstore - Stanford University" ARCH_AM_2006_034

Brushes (2) -- pointed oval, no handle with silver backing and University Seal (no German phrase). "W.C.R." etched on edge of each ARCH_AM_2006_031

Buttons (2) from Green Library Access Services: "Get RESERVES" and "LOAN it" ARCH_AM_2007_028
Objects

**Tree costumes**

**Buttons (2) from Stanford Computer Forum** ARCH_AM_2007_015 circa 1990

Scope and Contents note


**Buttons (2), "I'm Getting Diverse" (OSA), and "Harvest Oct. 15" (Harvest Fair)** ARCH_AM_1984_19 1982

**Fountain pens (2)--Waterman's Ideal and Sheaffer's; latter has Frank E. Buck engraved on it.** ARCH_AM_2001_15

Scope and Contents note

2001-15.1 Waterman's Ideal fountain pen; 2001-15.2 Sheaffer's fountain pen, engraved

**Pewter Vases (2)** ARCH_AM_1991_090

**Two plaques: California Harness Horsemen's Association Hall of Fame - one for Electioneer and one for Leland Stanford, inducted December 18, 2005.** ARCH_AM_2006_026

Scope and Contents note

2006-026.1 Electioneer's plaque 2006-026.2 Leland Stanford's plaque

**Two portraits of John D. McGilvray** ARCH_AM_2004_006

Scope and Contents note

AM 2004-006.1 larger portrait - by William Barr of SF AM 2004-006.2 smaller portrait

**Two red felt squares, with felt fringe, with "STANFORD" in white letters on one; possibly meant to be a pillow cover** ARCH_AM_2001_04

**Two tiger balm jars with tigers carved on lids** ARCH_AM_1992_06

**Two tobacco tins: Edgeworth extra high grade ready rubbed smoking tobacco, Larus Bros. Co.** ARCH_AM_2004_003

**Two top hats belonging to Orrin Dunn** ARCH_AM_1998_008
Objects

Tree costumes

Scope and Contents note

98-008.1 beaver skin top hat, extra high 98-008.2 collapsible top hat, cloth

box 1

Typewriter in leather case. 39x31x42 case. Old Smith Premier. ARCH_AM_00_190

U.S. Civil War era medical bag of Dr. Edward Charles, 1839-1899, Palo Alto physician and health officer.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865.
Palo Alto (Calif.) -- History.
Medicine -- California

box 1

U.S. "Centennial" Flag (1876), supposedly flown over the University during the 1891-92 year. Purported to have been given to Thomas Albrecht in honor of serving as Student Body President ARCH_AM_2006_021

box 1

U. S. trade dollar ARCH_AM_1992_01 1878

box 1

United Stanford Employees buttons (2) ARCH_AM_2009_018 1981

Scope and Contents note

2009-018.1 USE LOCAL 715 VOTE YES MAY 7 2009-018.2 I HAVE VOTED HAVE YOU?

box 1

University seal (bronze) on wooden shield. ARCH_AM_2006_030

Scope and Contents note

Note on back reads "The bronze seal was originally part of the mason work of an idol brat from China and erected in Memorial Court of the University. This idol was destroyed by the great earthquake of 1906. The wood was taken from the bark [sic?] of the Memorial Church pews which were wracked by the 'quake. The copper piece for hanging this shield was part of the Memorial Church gutter."

box 1

Unopened bottle of riesling wine from Warm Springs Vineyard, 1879.[Given in honor of Katherine Jonnie Hanks born in Lucile Packard Children's Hospital 11/10/95] ARCH_AM_1995_35

box 1

Various t-shirts and list from "The Stanford T-Shirt Museum" at Branner Hall ARCH_AM_1984_61A March 7, 1985

Scope and Contents note
Objects

Tree costumes


box 1

Victory ball thrown out to crowd at women's basketball games. "Stanford Basketball 'Chalk Up Another Victory for the Cardinal" ARCH_AM_1997_027

box 1

View of Quad D.S. Jordan in cap and gown in one frame, Post. '06 ARCH_AM_1995_03

box 1

Visor, "class of '76, five year visor" red, white letters. 27cm, adjustable head band. ARCH_AM_1984_33

box 1

Walking Cane, knarled wood, metal tip, crooked handle, 74 cm. long; belonged to J.E. McDowell ARCH_AM_00_096

box 1

Walking Cane, wood, knarled, crooked handle with monogram on tip, 74 cm long; belonged to Jud Cary, '03. ARCH_AM_00_097

box 1

Walking Cane, wooden, knarled, straight 160x10 cm. diameter with metal tip. ARCH_AM_00_095

box 1

Walking canes ARCH_AM_00_062

box 1

Wall Hangings (2), Stanford Indian (13 x 13 inches), painted composite board ARCH_AM_2014_006

box 1

Wall plaque in Russian (collected by the Centennial office from other institutions' anniversary events) ARCH_AM_1991_102

box 1

Water bottle "Technical Services: the Next Generation" ARCH_AM_1996_09

box 1

Water bottle in dumbbell shape given out at basketball game - "Stanford Athletics Home of Champions" "Fry's Electronics" ARCH_AM_1997_005

box 1

Water color, Zoological Lab, by E.H. Mitchell, 24x30 cm. framed under glass-51x46x2 cm. Artist signed 1897. ARCH_AM_00_115 1897

box 1

Watercolor by David Starr Jordan: reptile with poem, 3/28/10, framed ARCH_AM_1985_06 1910

box 1

Wells Fargo safe that once housed the gold spike ARCH_AM_2009_024
Objects

Tree costumes

box 1

White hard hat and commemorative shovel from the topping out ceremony in Green West, March 27, 1998
ARCH_AM_1998_005

Scope and Contents note

98-005.1 hard hat with label; 98-005.2 shovel with metal label

box 1

White plastic hard hat, with “Team Stanford Mansion” on back and “The Leland Stanford Mansion” with image on front
ARCH_AM_2006_024

box 1

Window decals (3) on sheet - University seal, “S” with tree superimposed, “S” with “Cardinal” in script over it [2 sheets]
ARCH_AM_2001_25

box 1

Wine Bottle
ARCH_AM_00_172

box 1

Wine bottle - Stanford Alumni Association 1989 Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon. Label uses LSJU monogram from the
cover of the SU founding grant.
ARCH_AM_2006_013

box 1

Wine bottle from Palo Alto vineyard, “Angelica”, ARCH_AM_1995_13 1890

box 1

was specially selected by the Stanford Alumni Association. Includes a label with an image of the Old Union.
ARCH_AM_2000_009

box 1

includes the LSJU monogram from the Founding Grant.
ARCH_AM_1999_001

box 1

Wine Bottle. 29x27 cm diam. Pure California Port, product of Vina Winnery, Vina, Calif.
ARCH_AM_00_193

box 1

Wine glass “50 Humanities Sciences 1948-1998” with paper souvenirs rolled and tied to stem of glass
ARCH_AM_1999_019

box 1

Wine glass class of ’62, 25th reunion in red letters. 82 x 6cm.
ARCH_AM_1984_40

box 1

Women's "S" society pin
ARCH_AM_1978_10 1920

box 1

Women’s athletic trophies, 36 trophies, various shapes and sizes
ARCH_AM_1984_60
Objects

Tree costumes

Women's bathing suits ARCH_AM_1983_04

Scope and Contents note


Women's gym suits ARCH_AM_1983_06

Scope and Contents note


Wood carving of Stanford Roughs; 47x33cm ARCH_AM_1984_22 circa 1915

Wood splinter from goal post of Stanford v. USC football game ARCH_AM_1996_10 Nov. 11, 1933

Wood tie from Roble bridge ARCH_AM_1978_05

Wooden abacus ARCH_AM_1999_017

Wooden Axe: painted red with "Stanford" in white letters on blade ARCH_AM_1994_01

Wooden bench kept outside a frat house with names carved on it, mostly from the 1940s-50s. Bench has plate: "Presented by James Choate '06" ARCH_AM_1997_007

Wooden box for lantern slides from Fur Seal investigation with leather straps (PC 14) ARCH_AM_1980_27

Wooden box with glass top that once held spike (the gold one?) from joining of railroads at Promontory Point. Detailed note on bottom of box. ARCH_AM_2005_008

Wooden Pestle, 23cm high ARCH_AM_1984_57

Wooden plaque with image of basketball players, the year 1925, “Japanese Club,” and garlands in 3d metal ARCH_AM_2001_13

Wooden rectangle possibly used as base for wall-hung phone ARCH_AM_2003_014
Objects

Tree costumes

Wooden relay stick from 1917 UC-Stanford track meet (inscribed) ARCH_AM_1991_094

Wooden sign "Keep off the cinders" (16 x 18 in.) ARCH_AM_1977_05

Wooden sign (in 3 parts): GAY PEOPLES UNION. Red letters on black boards. ARCH_AM_00_012

Wooden sign: GLAS [Gays and Lesbians at Stanford] - 4 letters unpainted on white painted board ARCH_AM_00_013

Wooden sign: GPU [Gay People's Union] in brown letters on red board, with an arrow pointing up at an angle [presumably once directed visitors up the stairs at the Old Firehouse] ARCH_AM_00_015

Wooden tray (13 in. long) carved in shape of a fish, with eye, tail, and markings for scales and one fin. ARCH_AM_2007_022

Woodworking tools made by Prof. Stanley. 7 rosewood planes and 2 rosewood scribes. ARCH_AM_1984_03


Yellow gold Patek Phillipe pocket watch given to Jane Stanford by Leland Stanford Jan. 1, 1868. Also includes spiral bound information packet on the watch (prepared in conjunction with its auction on ebay, 2005) with photos and copy of the authentication certificate from Patek Phillipe. ARCH_AM_2005_034